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We stand, as a country, at a crossroads. We are beginning to emerge from the worst  
foreclosure crisis we have ever experienced. Multiple programs—federal, state, and  
private—have been adopted to address the crisis. More proposals are pending. In 2013, 
we will make decisions as a country about the direction we will take and the lessons we 
will learn.

The government’s Home Affordable Modification Program (HAMP) is our starting 
point. HAMP has reached more homeowners, and successfully modified more home 
loans, than any program in history. Created by the federal government in early 2009 as 
a temporary program in response to the foreclosure crisis, HAMP provided additional 
financial incentives to servicers and investors to modify mortgages at risk of ending in 
foreclosure. The result has been affordable, sustainable loan modifications that keep 
borrowers in their homes and maximize returns to investors. But HAMP fell short of its 
goals, which were inadequate to the scope of the crisis. HAMP has been justly criticized 
for its lack of transparency and its failure to provide for effective enforcement.

This National Consumer Law Center report draws on available quantitative data and on 
the experience of attorneys and housing counselors around the country who have spent 
the last four years assisting homeowners struggling to access HAMP. The successes, fail-
ures, and missed opportunities of HAMP provide a roadmap for national loan modifica-
tion standards, a key component of effective national mortgage servicing standards.

For most of the last four years, the foreclosure rate has been more than three times what 
it was in 1933, at the height of the Great Depression. And, by many estimates, we are not 
yet halfway through the devastation of lost homes, displaced families, and gutted neigh-
borhoods. As of May 2012, nearly four million foreclosures had been completed since 
the beginning of the crisis five years ago in 2007. As many as another ten million homes 
are estimated to be at high risk. In addition to the economic and emotional toll on home-
owners—particularly in communities of color and low-income communities—the loss to 
investors may reach more than two trillion dollars. Meanwhile, municipal budgets are 
strained by high numbers of abandoned properties and foreclosures weaken the housing 
market and overall economy.

In many cases, a modification of the terms of the mortgage is beneficial to homeowners 
and investors: a performing loan with affordable payments is often more profitable than 
a foreclosure. Nevertheless, many modifications that would benefit both homeowners 
and investors are never offered because mortgage servicers have financial incentives that 
discourage modification. Preventable foreclosures put unnecessary downward pressure 
on the housing market and the broader economic recovery.

A number of government entities have made efforts recently to reform and improve ser-
vicing, loss mitigation, and loan modification practices. A piecemeal process involving 
multiple agencies threatens to result in rules that represent the least common denomina-
tor. We need uniform, strong mortgage servicing standards that put the entire industry 

eXecutiVe summAry
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on equal footing and give qualified homeowners access to efficient and enforceable 
mortgage servicing rules to save their homes. The content of these standards, regardless 
of which agency or agencies first adopts them, must be informed by the lessons of the 
last several years of loss mitigation efforts, particularly HAMP. By examining the HAMP 
experience, policymakers can shape servicing standards that will build on the program’s 
successes and avoid its failures.

The key positive lesson of HAMP is that ‘win-win’ loan modifications are possible. 
Before HAMP, nearly half of all loan modifications failed. By contrast, over 80% of 
HAMP-compliant modifications are still performing a year after they have been made, 
and have substantially lower re-default and foreclosure rates than non-HAMP modifica-
tions. At the same time, HAMP protects investors’ interests by requiring every potential 
modification to pass the net present value test. The test compares likely cash flow to 
investors from modifying the mortgage and from leaving the mortgage unchanged, tak-
ing into account the probability and cost of default under each scenario. Only modifica-
tions that are likely to save investors money satisfy the net present value test.

Yet, despite the benefits to homeowners and investors (and to the broader economy), 
servicers have failed to provide HAMP modifications to millions of eligible borrowers. 
In fact, the number of HAMP modifications started each month is actually declining, 
despite continued need for the program.

Although HAMP never covered the entire mortgage marketplace, HAMP’s failure to 
reach its intended scale has one root cause: massive servicer noncompliance. Almost 
every official evaluation of HAMP has noted widespread servicer noncompliance and 
the concurrent failure of the U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury) to engage in 
meaningful enforcement. Of particular concern, servicers often fail to follow HAMP lim-
itations on dual track servicing, the simultaneous pursuit of foreclosure and loan modifi-
cation efforts. In consequence, servicers wrongfully conduct foreclosures and wrongfully 
sell homes before fully evaluating homeowners for modifications. Other examples of 
servicer noncompliance include mistakenly or falsely claiming investor restrictions as a 
reason for denying a loan modification and failing to provide required notices, leaving 
borrowers in costly uncertainty for months.

National loan modification standards should incorporate the successes of HAMP, which 
provided for increased access to sustainable modifications for many homeowners. But 
national loan modification standards must not fall into the same trap that HAMP did. 
Without strong mandates and real consequences for noncompliance, servicers will con-
tinue to implement modifications haphazardly or not at all, leaving the economy in a 
tailspin. Eligible homeowners must be able to rely directly on national servicing stan-
dards to save their homes from avoidable foreclosures.

Drawing on the lessons of HAMP, this report identifies five core principles for effective 
national loan modification standards: efficiency, affordability, accessibility, accountabil-
ity, and enforceability (see page 6). These core principles for national loan modification 
standards will protect all market participants.

http://www.nclc.org
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While the current period of historically high foreclosure rates will ebb, the crisis has 
exposed systemic faults in our mortgage markets generally and in mortgage servicing in 
particular that were hidden during the “good” days of rapid property appreciation and 
mortgage product innovation. National loan modification standards can directly address 
these failures in the market, can save millions of homes in the near 
future, and can reduce losses to investors, homeowners, and commu-
nities for decades to come. 

With up to ten million homes at high risk for foreclosure in the 
next several years, we need uniform, strong, enforceable national 
mortgage standards now. The delay has cost trillions of dollars. But 
we can still seize the moment to transform the system of mortgage 
servicing from the chaos that currently reigns. We can protect both 
homeowners and investors. But the government must act now.

national loan modifica- 
tion standards can 
directly address failures  
in the mortgage market, 
save millions of homes 
in the near future, and  
reduce losses to 
investors, homeowners, 
and communities for 
decades to come. but 
the government must 
act now. 
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Five Principles for  
National Loan Modification Mortgage Standards

1. Efficiency: Loan modification evaluations 
should be standardized, universally 
applicable to all loans and servicers, 
and mandatory for all loans before the 
foreclosure process can go forward.  
Loan modifications must be mandated for 
qualified homeowners facing hardship where 
the modification also produces more income 
for the investor than foreclosure. outreach 
to homeowners and loan modification 
evaluation should be completed before 
any steps are taken toward foreclosure. 
where homeowners seek assistance only 
after initiation of a judicial or non-judicial 
foreclosure, the foreclosure should be paused 
until a full loan modification evaluation 
has been completed. this generally can be 
achieved without the servicer needing to start 
the foreclosure process over.

2. Affordability: Loan modification terms  
must be affordable, fair, and sustainable.  
hAmP has proved its worth by dramatically 
reducing re-default rates. national standards 
should follow hAmP’s template by requiring 
affordable monthly payments and prioritizing 
interest rate reduction and principal 
forgiveness for long-term sustainability.

3. Accessibility: Hardship must be defined 
to reflect the range of challenges 
homeowners face. hAmP has put up 
barriers to access for many homeowners, 
including those with second mortgage 
debt, extended unemployment, subsequent 
hardships after modification and those who 
succeed to the mortgage after death or  
 
 
 

divorce. the morass at servicers restricts 
access to hAmP for all homeowners, but 
particularly those with limited english 
proficiency. reaching homeowners in need 
requires expansive eligibility rules and 
additional assistance for certain populations.

4. Accountability: Transparency and account-
ability throughout the loan modification 
process are essential. national loan 
modification standards must require 
transparency of all aspects of the 
modification process, from application 
through review and approval or denial. 
servicers must be held to account for what 
they do and when they do it. the public  
must be given sufficient information in 
order to evaluate independently servicers’ 
compliance.

5. Enforceability: Homeowners must be  
protected from servicers’ noncompliance. 
good rules on paper are not enough.  
national loan modification standards 
will only be effective if they are followed. 
in addition to rigorous enforcement by 
regulators and inclusion of a review of 
servicing practices in regular supervisory 
exams, homeowners must have the 
ability to appeal modification decisions 
and obtain independent review of their 
loan modification applications. to prevent 
unnecessary foreclosure, homeowners 
must be able to raise the failure to comply 
with any loan modification requirements 
as a defense to judicial or non-judicial 
foreclosure are reduced.
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i.  introduction: the need for nAtionAL serVicing 
stAndArds thAt incLude mAndAtory LoAn modificAtion

The foreclosure crisis is the worst the United States has ever experienced, both in dura-
tion and in depth. For most of the last four years, the foreclosure rate1 has been more 
than three times what it was in 1933, at the height of the Great Depression.2 And, by 
many estimates, we are not yet halfway through the devastation of lost homes, displaced 
families, and gutted neighborhoods. As of May 2012, nearly four million foreclosures 
had been completed since the beginning of the crisis in 2007.3 As many as another ten 
million homes are estimated to be at high risk.4

Homeowners, neighborhoods, and cities across the country face the economic and emo-
tional toll occasioned by soaring rates of vacant and abandoned properties. Losses from 
the crisis mount into the trillions of dollars.5 Communities of color and low-income 
communities face disproportionately high rates of foreclosure and ensuing vacancies.6 
Municipal budgets are strained by high numbers of abandoned properties. Grassroots 
organizers have turned the growing anger and frustration on banks in defending fore-
closure-related evictions.7

Losses on foreclosures have cost investors, as well as communities. For example, Fan-
nie Mae experienced losses in excess of $20 billion in 2011-2012 alone.8 Investors have 
pushed for refinancing, for more loan modifications, and for principal reductions.9 Fore-
closures weaken the housing market and overall economy.10 Yet the foreclosures have 
continued. Why?

In between the investors who lose money and the homeowners who lose their homes 
are the mortgage servicers. Despite the hundreds of pages of guidance issued under the 
Obama administration’s Home Affordable Modification Program (HAMP),11 servicers 
have not made modifications in the time, manner, or scale demanded by the crisis.

Servicers, unlike investors and homeowners, may gain from foreclosures. Modifications 
that would save homes cost servicers money due to the lost opportunity to assess addi-
tional foreclosure-related fees.12 And servicers are simply not set up to modify loans.13

Neither investors nor homeowners have the leverage necessary to change the system. 
Homeowners have no control over which company services their loan, so they cannot 
vote with their feet when servicers are not responsive. Investors also face an uphill battle 
when they seek to challenge the actions of the servicer.14

HAMP, implemented under the aegis of the U.S. Department of the Treasury, has done 
more than any other program to stabilize the housing market.15 HAMP both required 
participating servicers to make modifications that benefited investors and provided sig-
nificant incentives to servicers to do so.16 But many loans are still modified outside of 
HAMP and HAMP is set to sunset at the end of 2013.

A number of government entities have made efforts to reform and improve servicing 
and loss mitigation practices. The Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) has moved 
to align and strengthen the Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac servicing guidelines, which 
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previously diverged from each other.17 The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency 
(OCC) and the Federal Reserve Board (FRB) entered into consent orders with the 14 larg-
est servicers to address weaknesses in the foreclosure process, including the failure to 
offer or honor loan modifications.18 The Department of Justice and the Attorneys Gen-
eral from 49 states implemented servicing standards (largely based on HAMP and the 
work of the FHFA) as part of a settlement with the five largest servicers.19 Staff from the 
OCC, FRB, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), Consumer Financial Protec-
tion Bureau (CFPB), and other agencies are working to develop national standards.20 
Several bills have been introduced in Congress.21

But none of these actions yet fills the gap. None is strong enough or covers the entire 
market.22 The FHFA process, for example, does not cover the rest of the market, pro-
motes loan modifications that are not keyed to affordability, and continues to provide 
greater incentives for a speedy foreclosure than for completing a modification, even 
while providing that servicers should generally complete an evaluation for a loan  
modification before initiating foreclosure proceedings. The consent orders and federal-
Attorney General settlement are both time-limited. None of the new bills appear likely 
to pass Congress. The minor improvements to mortgage servicing in the Dodd-Frank 
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act23 leave servicers free to continue to 
ignore the need for loan modifications.

      chart 1: Mortgage Delinquencies and haMP Modifications, 2009–2012

1,106,599

1,941,028

4,352,407

14,520,508

haMP 
Permanent 

Mods Started

haMP trial 
Mods Started

haMP 
applications

Mortgages 
60 Days 

Delinquent*

*based on quarterly data from the national delinquency survey.

Sources: oct. 2012 mhA report, mhA data file, national delinquency survey and occ mortgage metrics data
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The CFPB could use its authority under the Truth in Lending Act and the Real Estate 
Settlement Procedures Act to establish vigorous, sensible national mortgage servicing  
standards that put the entire industry on equal footing and give 
qualified homeowners access to efficient and enforceable mortgage 
servicing rules to save their homes. But the proposed rules issued by 
the CFPB24 are wholly inadequate.25

If the CFPB fails to act aggressively enough, we must look to either 
individual states to promote servicing reform, state by state, as Cali-
fornia has done,26 or the federal interagency process. The current fed-
eral interagency process does not look promising. Any interagency 
rulemaking is likely to result in rules that represent the least common 
denominator. And any state-by-state process is, however strong the results 
may be in individual states like California and New York, by necessity a 
patchwork approach, with attendant increased compliance costs.

The federal agencies—either through interagency rulemaking or via 
the CFPB’s use of its independent authority—could still seize the 
moment to transform the system of mortgage servicing. We could 
still choose to have a system of efficiency, accountability, accessibil-
ity, affordability, and enforceability instead of the chaos that cur-
rently reigns. We could promote responsible homeownership and 
affordable lending. But the federal government agencies must act, 
and act now. We need enforceable national servicing standards that 
protect both homeowners and investors. We need national servicing 
standards that mandate loan modifications. Our delay has cost us 
trillions of dollars. The agencies should pick up their fire hoses.

The rest of this report will focus on a key component of national servicing standards: loan modifi-
cation standards. An appendix lists our full recommendations for national servicing standards.

ii  LoAn modificAtion stAndArds Are A cornerstone of effectiVe 
nAtionAL serVicing stAndArds

A.  The Lack of Loan Modification Standards Has Hampered the National 
Economy

The failure to modify loans has exacerbated the crisis. The burgeoning housing inven-
tory, with the foreclosure overhang, has delayed the recovery of the housing market and 
suppressed consumer confidence.27 Modifications could have stabilized the economy 
before now, but modifications did not happen.28

Confusion reigns in the mortgage servicing industry with respect to loan modifications. 
Some servicers and some mortgages are covered by the government’s flagship modifi-
cation program, HAMP; some are not.29 Other mortgages are covered by rules promul-
gated by Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, the Department of Housing and Urban Development 

the u.s. could still 
choose to have a 
system of efficiency, 
accountability, access- 
ibility, affordability, and 
enforceability instead 
of the chaos  
that currently reigns.  
we could promote 
responsible home-
ownership and sustain- 
able mortgage servicing.  
but government 
agencies must act, 
and act now.

      chart 1: Mortgage Delinquencies and haMP Modifications, 2009–2012
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(HUD), or the Department of Veterans Affairs.30 Some mortgages have no federal rules 
applying to them whatsoever. States’ actions to protect their homeowners and to encour-
age loss mitigation have run into federal preemption challenges, with the result that 
state servicing laws apply to some servicers, but not others, or apply in some courtrooms 
but not others.31 Servicers, even when the mortgage is covered by other rules, may push 
their own proprietary modifications, with little or no disclosure or accountability.32 Gov-
ernment and industry efforts to align the various programs and alternatives have fallen 
short. The result of the current patchwork approach is chaos. The lack of uniformity and 
absence of certainty thwarts homeowners who attempt to navigate the available pro-
grams and protections designed to help them stay in their homes.

Homeowners, servicers, and investors all would be served well by national standards 
that bring efficiency, affordability, accessibility, accountability, and enforceability to the 
loan modification process. Had the standards developed under HAMP been applied to 
the entire market, we would likely have reduced foreclosures and investor losses and 
brought greater efficiency to mortgage servicing. The failure to mandate appropriate 
modifications under national standards has left servicers to their own devices. And ser-
vicers, left to their own devices, largely lack the motivation to make modifications.33

B.  HAMP Should Serve as the Starting Point for Developing 
National Loan Modification Standards

The federal government’s primary loan modification program is the 
Home Affordable Modification Program (HAMP). Servicers who 
agreed to participate in HAMP signed contracts with the Department 
of the Treasury. In exchange for incentive payments, participating 
servicers agreed to modify all eligible loans in their servicing portfo-
lios according to uniform rules. HAMP has reached more homeown-
ers, and successfully modified more home loans, than any program 
in history.34

HAMP was set up as a temporary program to address the immediate 
crisis. Only loans originated before January 1, 2009, are eligible for 
modification, leaving homeowners with more recent loans without 
protection in the event of unemployment, death, or disability. More-
over, modification applications, even of these relatively old loans 
(many of which have already been foreclosed on35) must be com-
pleted by the end of 2013.36 With more than 11 million homeowners 
owing more on their loans than their homes are worth37 and as many 
as 10 million more foreclosures predicted in the next coming years,38 
there is no question that the need for high-volume, effective loan 
modifications continues to be urgent.

The current period of historically high foreclosure rates39 will ebb, but future banking 
and foreclosure crises are certain. The crisis has exposed systemic faults in our mortgage 
markets that were hidden during the “good” days of rapid property appreciation and 
mortgage product innovation. National loan modification standards can directly address 

national loan modi- 
fication standards can  

directly address systemic  
faults exposed in the 
housing market that 

were hidden during the 
“good” days of rapid 

property appreciation 
and mortgage product 

innovation, save millions  
of homes in the near 

future, and reduce 
losses to investors 

and homeowners for 
decades to come.
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these gaps in the market, save millions of homes in the near future, and reduce losses to 
investors and homeowners for decades to come.

HAMP provides perspective on how to reduce foreclosures while balancing the needs 
of distressed homeowners, investors, and mortgage servicers. HAMP has demonstrated 
that sustainable loan modifications are both possible and desirable from the perspective 
of the vast majority of market participants. Although HAMP was designed to be a tem-
porary solution to an epic crisis, HAMP’s lessons provide the framework for responsible 
servicing going forward.

National servicing standards should incorporate the many successes of HAMP, which 
provided for increased access to sustainable modifications for many homeowners. When 
one looks honestly at the successes of HAMP, and the many ways in which HAMP 
moved the ball forward for both homeowners and investors, it seems clear that modifi-
cations like those under HAMP should continue to be available. Modifications like those 
under HAMP provide protection for homeowners facing foreclosure and for investors 
risking their savings on residential mortgages. HAMP’s net present value test ensures 
that the modified loan produces more income for the investors than could be expected 
from a foreclosure. An objective and standard net present value test like HAMP’s can 
give investors confidence and remove concerns about the protection of private property 
interests. Minimal subsidies, such as those available under HAMP, are helpful in increas-
ing the scale of the program40 by boosting the number of modifications that return a net 
present positive value to the investor, but are not strictly necessary; even without subsi-
dies, many modifications will still benefit the investors more than doing nothing.

Among HAMP’s lessons, however, are also its shortcomings. HAMP 
has been justly criticized for its limited reach, its lack of transparency, 
and the failure to provide for effective enforcement. HAMP was sup-
posed to induce servicers to modify three to four million loans.41 It 
will likely help only a third of that number.42 HAMP failed to help 
many eligible homeowners. Many of its initiatives fell short of their 
promise because of servicers’ shoddy implementation.43

Treasury provided cover for this shoddy implementation by resist-
ing efforts to make public even basic assumptions in HAMP, such 
as details of the critical net present value test.44 Treasury failed to 
implement basic compliance checks until well into the program, 
and then redacted all information about servicers’ failures to com-
ply when the press requested the compliance records.45 Homeown-
ers still lack a thorough and effective avenue of appeal for servicer 
non-compliance.46

National servicing standards must not fall into the same trap that 
HAMP did. National servicing standards must mandate robust disclosure and transpar-
ency throughout the loan modification process and rigorous compliance mechanisms. 
All eligible homeowners must be offered modifications. Loan modifications must be 
mandatory, not discretionary. Homeowners must be able to exercise enforcement 
options; the government must exercise oversight.

unlike hAmP, national 
servicing standards 
must mandate 
robust disclosure 
and transparency 
throughout the 
loan modification 
process and 
rigorous compliance 
mechanisms.
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Five Principles for  
National Loan Modification Mortgage Standards

1. Efficiency: Loan modification evaluations 
should be standardized, universally 
applicable to all loans and servicers, 
and mandatory for all loans before the 
foreclosure process can go forward. Loan 
modifications must be mandated for qualified 
homeowners facing hardship where the 
modification also produces more income 
for the investor than foreclosure.  outreach 
to homeowners and loan modification 
evaluation should be completed before 
any steps are taken toward foreclosure.  
where homeowners seek assistance only 
after initiation of a judicial or non-judicial 
foreclosure, the foreclosure should be paused 
until a full loan modification evaluation 
has been completed. this generally can be 
achieved without the servicer needing to start 
the foreclosure process over, thus preserving 
efficiency and minimizing the waste of 
resources.

2. Affordability: Loan modification terms must 
be affordable, fair, and sustainable. Long-
term affordability is the key to success for 
any loan modification. Loans that are not 
affordable end in re-default, a costly result 
for both homeowners and investors. hAmP 
has proved its worth by dramatically reducing 
re-default rates.47 national standards 
should follow hAmP’s template by requiring 
affordable monthly payments and prioritizing 
interest rate reduction and principal 
forgiveness for long-term sustainability.

3. Accessibility: hardship must be defined to 
reflect the range of challenges homeowners 
face. hAmP has put up barriers to access 
for many homeowners, including those 
with second mortgage debt, extended 

unemployment, limited residual income, 
subsequent hardships after modification,  
and those who succeed to the mortgage  
after death or divorce. the morass at 
servicers restricts access to hAmP for 
all homeowners, but particularly those 
with limited english proficiency. reaching 
homeowners in need requires expansive 
eligibility rules and additional assistance  
for certain populations.48

4. Accountability: Transparency and 
accountability throughout the loan  
modification process are essential.  
national loan modification standards must 
require transparency of all aspects of the 
modification process, from application 
through review and approval or denial. 
servicers must be held to account for what 
they do and when they do it. the public  
must be given sufficient information in 
order to evaluate independently servicers’ 
compliance.

5. Enforceability: Homeowners must be  
protected from servicers’ noncompliance. 
good rules on paper are not enough.  
national loan modification standards will only 
be effective if they are followed. in addition 
to rigorous enforcement by regulators and 
inclusion of a review of servicing practices 
in regular supervisory exams, homeowners 
must have the ability to appeal modification 
decisions and obtain independent review 
of their loan modification applications. 
to prevent unnecessary foreclosure, 
homeowners must be able to raise the 
failure to comply with any loan modification 
requirements as a defense to judicial or non-
judicial foreclosure.
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This is not to suggest that a national loan modification program should be run by the 
government. There is no reason to think that an arm of the government would be bet-
ter at providing default servicing than private companies are. Instead, what is needed 
is clear direction from the federal government as to the standards required, coupled 
with strong oversight and mechanisms for real enforcement by agencies and individual 
homeowners.

C.  Core Principles for National Loan Modification Standards Will Protect  
All Market Participants

The critical features of effective national loan modification standards are synthesized 
into five core principles: efficiency, affordability, accessibility, accountability, and 
enforceability. These principles, and the standards that flow from them, are discussed in 
detail (see pages 53–65)

iii. Lessons LeArned from hAmP

A.  Without HAMP, There Was Nothing: Why We Need Permanent Standards 
That Mandate Affordable Loan Modifications

HAMP, as we discuss (see pages 26–41), was hampered in its execution by Treasury’s 
cowardice and servicers’ rampant noncompliance. But we should remember how rare, 
and hard fought, any loan modifications were before HAMP.49 Without HAMP, the 
vast majority of homeowners who found themselves unable to afford their mortgages 
lost their homes. Before HAMP, there was, in many cases, nothing to be done for home-
owners with conventional mortgages who lost a job, had a death in the family, or 
exhausted their savings with unexpected medical bills or other expenses. Before HAMP, 
the rare modifications offered homeowners typically increased payments and resulted in 
rapid re-default.50 HAMP changed all of that for the better.

Contracts between servicers and investors have long given servicers discretion to work 
with homeowners in default or at risk of default. Prior to HAMP, servicers had a num-
ber of loan workout options they could employ to address default and potential defaults, 
including temporary forbearances (permitting homeowners to skip some payments), 
repayment plans (allowing homeowners to repay arrearages over the course of a few 
months), and recasting arrearages (capitalizing overdue amounts as unpaid principal and re-
amortizing the loan).51 Servicers could change the terms of the loan, by freezing or reducing 
interest rates and reducing principal, but very rarely offered these options to homeowners. 
Despite this panoply of workout options available, few homeowners got loan modifica-
tions absent litigation, even when doing so would have saved investors money.52

Data from HOPE NOW, a coalition of mortgage servicers and counselors, show that 
during the pre-HAMP period at the start of the crisis—from July 2007 through January 
2008—73% of the loan workouts that member servicers offered to homeowners were 
repayment plans, which required homeowners in default to make additional catch-up 
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payments on top of regular payments, rather than permanent changes to the repay-
ment terms of their loans.53 In the relatively rare instances when servicers modified 
loans and permanently changed the repayment terms, they almost always increased the 
payment or left it flat, and only rarely reduced the monthly payment for the struggling 
homeowner.54

A more detailed analysis of a select number of pools of securitized subprime loans 
revealed that most loan modifications from July 2007 through June 2008 resulted in 
higher principal balances. Nearly one-quarter of all modifications resulted in higher 
monthly payments.55 Many modifications simply froze the interest rate on adjustable 
rate mortgages, leaving payment amounts unchanged.56 Less than one percent of the 

4,342 loan modifications in the sample involved any significant prin-
cipal reduction.57 At the same time that servicers were offering these 
paltry modifications, they were initiating and completing foreclo-
sures—more than twice as many foreclosures were completed in the 
study period as executed loan modifications—and the average loss to 
investors on each foreclosure exceeded one third of the unpaid prin-
cipal loan balance.58

These early modifications had other problems. Many required large 
payments to be made before the servicer would even evaluate the 
homeowner for a modification.59 Some of these payments were tens 
of thousands of dollars.60 Before HAMP, it was also standard practice 
to demand that homeowners waive all future rights in order to qual-
ify for a loan modification.61

HAMP changed the way the industry worked. HAMP set a model 
for who should receive loan modifications, how loan modifications 
should be processed, and what the terms of the loan modifications 
should be. HAMP also created a uniform process for evaluating 
homeowners’ requests for loan modification and standardized the 
net present value test. Because HAMP modifications are affordable,62 

based on verified income,63 and require, in most cases, payment reduction,64 homeown-
ers with HAMP modifications are more likely to stay in their homes and less likely to re-
default when compared to homeowners with non-HAMP modifications,65 a benefit to all 
parties. HAMP has resulted in more affordable, sustainable loan modifications that keep 
homeowners in their homes and maximize returns to the investors. More surely needs to 
be done, but HAMP showed the path towards stabilizing the mortgage market.

HAMP is scheduled to sunset at the end of 2013. Once HAMP sunsets, the pressure 
brought to bear on servicers will fade. Servicers will return to their old habits of delay 
and deny when confronted with legitimate requests to modify loans for distressed bor-
rowers. National servicing standards that incorporate HAMP’s successes and improve 
on its weaknesses must be in place before HAMP’s sunset.

hAmP is scheduled to 
sunset at the end  
of 2013, at which 

point the pressure on 
servicers will fade.  
national servicing 

standards that 
incorporate hAmP’s 

successes and 
improve on its 

weaknesses must 
be in place before 

hAmP’s sunset.
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B. HAMP Modifications Work for Investors and Homeowners

1. HAMP Modifications Protect Investors’ Interests

 a. HAMP Modifications Guard against Moral Hazard on the Part of Borrowers

HAMP has demonstrated that modifications can be made without encouraging wide-
spread default by borrowers who have the means to pay. The tax code and the pooling 
and servicing agreements have permitted modifications of loans in default or at immi-
nent risk of default for decades. Similarly, the industry leaders, Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac, have generally permitted modifications, including modifications of loans at immi-
nent risk of default,66 without triggering a cascade of voluntary default. But, as previ-
ously discussed,67 prior to HAMP, few loan modifications were actually made.

Historically, investors have been concerned that servicers would 
favor select homeowners by offering modifications that were not nec-
essary or that benefited servicers at the expense of investors.68 More 
recently, some commentators have argued that borrowers will choose 
to default in order to get more favorable loan terms.69 HAMP shows 
that program design can further minimize the already slim incentives 
for most homeowners to voluntarily default.70

HAMP’s program design guards against moral hazard on the part 
of borrowers. Homeowners can only receive a HAMP modification 
if they are objectively in financial distress, fill out detailed financial 
reporting forms, and provide copies of tax returns and pay stubs. HAMP measures 
objective financial distress with two separate criteria: the homeowner must be in default 
or at imminent risk of default and the homeowner’s current payment must exceed 31% 
of the homeowner’s gross monthly income.71

Homeowners meeting these criteria are unlikely to be able to cure their delinquencies 
without a modification. The data from the HAMP temporary modifications support this 
conclusion: only 11% of the homeowners whose trial modifications are canceled, for any 
reason, manage to become current again.72 Homeowners who make it through the nee-
dle’s eye to get a HAMP modification need it. Few, if any, homeowners with the means 
to avoid a foreclosure receive a HAMP modification. Indeed, HAMP’s screening for 
moral hazard may, in fact, result in qualified homeowners being denied and thus reduce 
HAMP’s efficiency and efficacy.73

Nor have we seen a dramatic increase in voluntary default in the wake of HAMP.74 If 
the availability of modifications were overwhelmingly attractive, we would expect to see 
increasing numbers of voluntary defaults. Instead, fewer people are defaulting, even as 
the number and size of principal reduction modifications increase.75

Moreover, those who default voluntarily are borrowers with more assets, higher credit 
scores, and greater financial sophistication than those who receive HAMP modifica-
tions.76 HAMP borrowers are financially stressed, low- to moderate-income households, 
with significantly impaired credit. The median income for a household receiving a 

one lesson learned 
from hAmP is that moral  
hazard on the part 
of borrowers can be 
screened out through 
program design.
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HAMP modification is less than $3,800 a month,77 and the vast majority of homeown-
ers who get a HAMP modification have credit scores less than 620 (the maximum credit 
score is 850).78 As the New York Times headlined, “Biggest Defaulters on Mortgages 
Are the Rich.”79 The rich are not well-represented among those eligible for or receiving 
HAMP modifications.

Homeowners with fewer resources are less likely to voluntarily default in part because 
both the economic and emotional costs of default rise for them.

•	A wealthier homeowner may have a second home to move to, but poorer homeown-
ers may not even have a relative with a spare bedroom.

•	Homeowners with higher credit scores and more assets can manage the hit to 
their credit score from a default with greater ease than those with marginal credit 
scores,80 who may be more dependent on credit and who may already have con-
strained access to credit.

HAMP’s program design has screened out most voluntary defaulters and minimized 
any possible moral hazard on the part of borrowers.81 Because of HAMP, we can see 
clearly that concerns about modifications creating moral hazard in borrowers were 
always overstated.

 b. HAMP Modifications Guard against Moral Hazard on the Part of Servicers

With limited oversight, and a disjoint between their interests and the interests of the 
investors, servicers may be tempted to make only those loan modifications that benefit 
the servicer, without regard to the benefit of the investors.82 HAMP’s standard net pres-
ent value (NPV) test and the requirement that servicers offer modifications whenever 
the NPV results are positive ensure that investors’ interests are protected and limit ser-
vicers’ moral hazard.

Every potential HAMP modification is evaluated using the NPV formula developed 
by Treasury. The formula predicts the future cash flows associated with modifying the 
mortgage and the future cash flows associated with leaving the mortgage unchanged. It 
takes into account a number of factors, including property value, the loan-to-value ratio, 
the estimated probability of default with and without a loan modification, and the costs 
of foreclosure compared to the costs of modifying the loan. Under the NPV test, the pro-
jected losses of doing nothing (including the possibility that the homeowner may cure) 
are compared to the projected losses of modifying the loan (including the possibility of 
re-default). While any future calculus is necessarily uncertain, the HAMP NPV test has 
the benefit of being standard and comparatively transparent.

Servicers participating in HAMP are required to modify loans if the predicted value to 
investors of the modified loan is greater than the original loan. Before these objective, 
and at least partially public, criteria were adopted, investors were forced to trust ser-
vicers to make appropriate modifications. Because foreclosures are so costly to inves-
tors (as of May of 2011, foreclosed properties that were liquidated experienced losses of 
64.97%),83 the protections afforded by the NPV test are extremely important.
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HAMP created a model for providing transparency and protection to investors from ser-
vicer manipulation of modifications.

 c. HAMP Modifications Perform Better than Proprietary Modifications

One of the great fears of investors is that servicers would game the system via serial 
modifications. Serial modifications delay foreclosures while running up fees for ser-
vicers, fees that come off the top in any eventual foreclosure.84 While a loan modifica-
tion may result in payments to the investor, if the loan modification quickly results in 
re-default and a new foreclosure, the investor is unlikely to have recouped much of the 
costs of the first foreclosure before the second begins. Lower re-defaults, therefore, mean 
greater profits for investors and better predictability. HAMP created modifications that 
provide greater returns with increased certainty to investors.

Pre-HAMP loan modifications often re-defaulted at rates as high as 60%-70% within 
the first year of the modification.85 Even post-HAMP, servicers’ non-HAMP proprietary 
modifications re-default within the first year at rates in excess of 35%.86 These numbers 
make modifying loans look risky and unattractive to many investors: the chance that 
fees will eat up any margin between the outstanding principal balance and the value of 
the home at a foreclosure sale increases the more times the home is put in foreclosure 
and the longer the foreclosure takes.

But HAMP modifications, by contrast with the servicers’ proprietary modifications, 
have historically low re-default rates (despite being made to severely financially stressed 
homeowners during a period of historically high unemployment). The re-default rates 
on HAMP modifications are as much as 75% lower than pre-HAMP modifications.87 
Homeowners who receive HAMP modifications are less than half as likely to lose their 
homes to foreclosure as homeowners who receive non-HAMP modifications.88 In 2011, 
only 19% of homeowners with permanent HAMP modifications were 60+ days delin-
quent after 12 months.89

As chart 2 (see next page) shows, HAMP-compliant permanent modifications have 
lower re-default rates than non-HAMP modifications.90 These figures understate the supe-
rior performance of HAMP modifications because the re-default rate for all modifications 
is lowered by the inclusion of HAMP modifications.

The superior performance of HAMP modifications, as compared to proprietary modi-
fications, holds true controlling for the monthly payment reduction,91 the interest rate, 
and term extension.92 One likely reason is that HAMP requires that payments, includ-
ing insurance and taxes, be no more than 31% of gross income.93 By contrast, there is 
no requirement that the payment required by a non-HAMP modification be affordable. 
Even a modification with a large payment reduction may still remain unaffordable. 
Another possible reason is that some common features of proprietary modifications, like 
large up-front payments, may have a long-term impact on sustainability.94
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The lesson is clear: HAMP, by reducing payments, requiring affordability, and protect-
ing homeowners from the grossest forms of abuse, provides sustainable modifications 
that serve the interests of investors. Future standards should build on HAMP’s success 
in this area.

2. HAMP Modifications Help Homeowners

 a. HAMP Modifications Provide Affordability via Monthly Payment Reduction

HAMP’s insistence on affordability resulted in meaningful reductions in monthly pay-
ment amounts, a significant departure from prior industry practice.95 In consequence, 
hundreds of thousands of families remain in their homes, paying on their mortgages.96

Monthly payment reduction is one of the best predictors that a loan modification will 
be successful—that is, that the homeowner will not re-default. The greater the reduc-
tion in the monthly payment amount, the greater the likelihood that the homeowner 
will remain current after the modification.97 Thus, for loans modified in 2010, more than 
twice as many homeowners whose payments were reduced less than 10% became 60+ 
days delinquent within a year than homeowners whose payments were reduced by 20% 
or more.98 Payment reduction has a similar effect on foreclosure rates; for mortgages 
modified in 2008-2011, 9.8% of homeowners whose payments were reduced by less than 
10% ultimately lost their homes in foreclosure, compared to only 3.5% of homeowners 
whose payments were reduced by more than 10%.99

HAMP encourages servicers to reduce payments by at least 10%.100 But HAMP’s focus 
on affordability has generally resulted in much larger payment reductions. The median 
HAMP permanent modification has resulted in a 37% payment reduction.101 Industry 

chart 2: haMP vs. Proprietary Modifications
Re-default Rates 3 Months after Modification, 2009–2011
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modifications still lag HAMP: in the fourth quarter of 2011 payment reductions for pro-
prietary modifications were less than half those offered in HAMP, only 14.7%.102

Unfortunately, modification programs adopted after the HAMP launch, including the 
HAMP Tier II modification and the standard loan modification program promulgated 
by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac under the Servicing Alignment Initiative, move away 
from these lessons.103 For example, the current modification interest rate for the GSE 
standard modification is 4.25%,104 more than twice the HAMP floor and considerably 
above current prime market rates.105 Similarly, while the HAMP Tier II and the GSE 
standard modifications require a minimum amount of payment reduction, they permit 
payments as high as 55% of the borrower’s income. This is far in excess of the 31% ratio 
that has led to HAMP loan modifications with low re-default rates.106

Future loan modification programs must pay attention to the affordability features that 
made HAMP modifications successful. Payment reductions must be deep and they must 
be linked to the actual affordability of the payments. Payment reductions untethered to 
long-term affordability are not enough: payments must be affordable and permit home-
owners to recover equity in their homes.

 b.  Standardization of the Loan Modification Process Eases Applications and 
Protects Homeowners from Abuse

Standardization of the loan modification process serves many goals. It streamlines 
the application process for both servicers and homeowners, allowing for savings of 
time, money, and staff. It permits homeowners to assess their own eligibility for a loan 

chart 3: re-Default rates by Payment reduction, 2009–2011
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modification, without relying as heavily on either a servicer’s representations or the spe-
cialized expertise of housing counselors or attorneys. It promotes transparency and fair-
ness. It allows for review and oversight by third parties.

HAMP brought some level of standardization to the loan modification process. It created 
a set of measurable criteria and a tool to evaluate offered modifications. If HAMP had 
been enforced more consistently and had applied more broadly, the benefits of standard-
ization would have been more fully achieved. Instead, once HAMP became the industry 
standard, lenders created their own copy-cat versions of it, but they copied only some 
elements of it. The result was a multiplicity of HAMP-like programs with varying, often 
invisible standards. Some proprietary modifications have names that seem designed to 
mislead homeowners; Chase, for example, calls its HAMP-lite modifications CHAMP 
modifications. In other cases, servicers insist that homeowners fill out the proprietary 

the haMP “Waterfall”

the goal of a hAmP modification is to reduce the homeowner’s total monthly payment to 
31% of gross monthly income. in order to do this, servicers follow a series of steps called 
“the waterfall.” the servicer moves to the next step only if the target payment has not yet 
been reached, or if the investor prohibits that particular step. if the payment is still too high 
after all steps of the waterfall are completed, the homeowner is denied a hAmP modifica-
tion. (homeowners can be denied for many other reasons,  
as well, including failure to meet hAmP’s basic eligibility criteria).
 the steps in the waterfall are:

outstanding amounts are capitalized into the unpaid balance.

the interest rate is reduced to as low as two percent. this rate increases, 
after five years, one percentage point a year, to the freddie mac weekly Prime 
mortgage market survey rate as of the date the loan is originally modified.109

the amortization term is extended to up to 480 months. if the repayment 
period cannot be extended, this results in a balloon payment.

A portion of the unpaid balance is set aside as “principal forbearance,” 
which does not accrue interest and is not included in calculating 
monthly payments. it is, however, due in a balloon payment when the 
loan is terminated. the maximum forbearance permitted under hAmP 
is the greater of 30% of the unpaid balance or the amount that the 
unpaid balance exceeds the house value.
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the Waterfall applied: an Example

the browns took out a 30-year loan in 2008. six months ago, mr. brown was laid off from his 
job; the family now has income of $50,000 per year. the family is four months behind in 
paying their mortgage.

original Loan Amount:  $250,000 current Principal balance:  $242,566.50
original interest rate:  7.0%  Arrearages and fees:  $10,000
original Principal and   current monthly gross 
interest Payment:  $1,663.26 income:  $4,166.67
taxes and insurance:  $550 current Value of home:  $230,000

hAmP requires that their monthly payment, including taxes and insurance, be no more than 
31% of their income. for the browns, their monthly principal and interest payment can be 
no more than $741.67.

to get to that payment, the mortgage servicer restructures their loan as follows:

Step One (capitalization of Arrearages and fees):
 $242,566.50 + $10,000 = $252,566.50

Step two (interest rate reduction):
reducing the interest rate all the way to 2% drops the monthly payment to $1,009.48.
this is higher than the target of $741.67, so the servicer continues to the next step.

Step three (extension of Amortization term):
extending the amortization term to the maximum of 480 months drops the pay-
ment to $764.84. this is still too high, so the servicer continues to the next step.

Step 4 (forbearance):
the servicer reduces the interest-bearing principal amount to 244,916.51. 
when the mortgage is paid off, the browns will have a balloon payment of 
$7,649.99, but their monthly payment is now $741.67.

1

2

3

4

CompArisoN

 Pre-Modification Post-Modification

Principal balance:  $242,567 $244,917 
interest rate:  7.0% 2.0% 
remaining term of Loan:  27 years 40 years
Principal and interest Payment (monthly):  $1,663 $742
balloon Payment:  none $7,650
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modification application forms instead of the standard HAMP modification form, and 
thus evade the requirement to evaluate homeowners for HAMP before HAMP-lite.

Treasury has touted the HAMP-lite modifications offered by servicers as a measure of 
the program’s success.107 But because there is no regulation of these proprietary modifi-
cations, while they look like HAMP modifications at first glance, they fail to perform like 
HAMP modifications, with much higher re-default rates than HAMP modifications.108

One problem with the HAMP-lite modifications is that they do not follow all of the steps 
HAMP specifies to get to an affordable payment. HAMP promotes affordability both by 
requiring a payment at 31% of the homeowner’s income (which drives payment reduc-
tions) and by specifying how that payment reduction is achieved. The terms of a HAMP 
modification are established by the “waterfall” (see pages 20–21). The HAMP waterfall 
prioritizes interest rate reductions above term extensions or forbearance with the result 
that homeowners can pay down their mortgages and rebuild equity faster. Chase’s pro-
prietary “CHAMP” modifications, by contrast, invert the waterfall, and extend the term 
first. The result can be tens of thousands of dollars paid in increased interest and years 
more before equity is restored. Other proprietary modifications may not reduce the 
interest as deeply as a HAMP modification or may not reduce it permanently.

The HAMP-lite modifications also often contain clauses waiving some or all of a home-
owner’s rights. Servicers may also require up-front payments (forbidden by HAMP)110 
or charge fees that would be limited or waived in a HAMP modification,111 adding thou-
sands of dollars to a homeowner’s debt.

The standard loan modification promulgated by HAMP generated the most sincere 
form of flattery, imitation. HAMP’s failure was in failing to see that its standardized 
loan modification was carried through the industry. Servicers were allowed to substitute 
their own inferior and often dangerous modifications. HAMP’s basic assumption that 
loan modifications should be standardized, with public eligibility criteria, was correct. 
Future programs must carry the standard loan modification throughout the industry to 
prevent abuse and misrepresentation.

 c. Principal Reduction for Underwater Homeowners Is Critical

Modifications with principal reduction, both inside and outside of HAMP, outperform 
modifications without principal reduction.112 HAMP modifications with principal reduc-
tion have an even lower re-default rate than regular HAMP modifications.113 Principal 
reduction is a critical component in making successful loan modifications. While pay-
ment reduction may be more important than principal reduction in creating sustainable 
modifications, the post-modification LTV matters as well. As chart 4 shows, combining 
payment reduction and principal reduction results in the lowest re-default rates.114

By some estimates, over 11 million households, almost one out of four, are underwater, 
with mortgage debt that exceeds the value of their homes.115 Since loan-to-value ratio 
(LTV) is a strong predictor of the likelihood that a loan that has never been modified 
will default, these homeowners are in great danger of default.116 They are likely to need 
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modifications. Those loan modifications will perform better if they include substantial 
principal reduction.

Substituting forbearance for principal reduction achieves affordable 
payments, but leaves the overall loan-to-value ratio high. Homeown-
ers with forbearance instead of principal reduction cannot sell or 
refinance to meet a needed expense, such as roof repair or college 
tuition. Loan modifications that leave the homeowner underwater set 
both the homeowner and the loan modification up for future failure.

Unfortunately, principal reduction is not a required feature of the 
HAMP modification waterfall. HAMP permits principal reductions, 
but does not mandate them, even where they produce a superior 
NPV return to investors than modifications without principal reduc-
tions. As a result, only a small fraction of the HAMP modifications 
involve principal reductions, even though most HAMP homeowners 
are underwater. 120 Nearly three times as many permanent HAMP 
modifications involve principal forbearance (which is mandated) as 
principal reduction.121

more than 11 million 
households, almost 
one out of four, are 
underwater, with 
mortgage debt that 
exceeds the value of 
their homes, and are in 
great danger of default.

chart 4: Principal reductions and Payment reductions
Combining payment reduction and principal reduction results in the lowest re-default rates

Source: moody's, January 2012.
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The low number of loan modifications that 
include principal reduction reflects mis-
steps in program design and implementa-
tion. The Principal Reduction Alternative 
(PRA) program was rolled out over a year 
into the HAMP program, after over two mil-
lion HAMP modification applications had 
already been received and processed.122 For 
many homeowners, particularly in states 
such as Nevada where many homeown-
ers owe multiples of what their homes are 
worth, HAMP PRA came too late. Some of 
those homeowners are now defaulting on 
their HAMP modifications and accepting 
foreclosure as the price of moving forward 
with their lives. Even after the implementa-
tion of PRA, servicers were not required to 

the Principal reduction alternative (Pra)

servicers have always had the option of forgiv-
ing principal in addition to or instead of taking 
the other steps of the hAmP waterfall, but 
reduction of the loan principal is not required 
under hAmP. treasury, under the Principal re-
duction Alternative (PrA), starting in october 
2010, did require a second waterfall for loans 
with a current LtV of 115% or greater.117 
under PrA, the second step of the waterfall 
is to reduce principal until either the target 
payment is reached, or the loan-to-value ratio 
equals 115%. the servicer then proceeds with 
the other steps of the waterfall (interest rate 
reduction, term extension and forbearance) 
as necessary to reach the target payment and 
compares the PrA modification terms to the 

unmodified loan in the nPV test. Although the 
rules require that servicers evaluate the PrA 
modification option, there is no requirement 
that servicers offer it to homeowners in place 
of the regular hAmP modification, even if the 
nPV result with PrA is better than without it. 
treasury still leaves it to the servicer’s discre-
tion whether to include principal reduction 
in the loan modification. Perhaps reflecting 
the importance of the investor incentive pay-
ments118 made under the hAmP PrA program, 
the hAmP modifications with principal reduc-
tion under the hAmP PrA plan have much 
larger percentages of forgiven debt than hAmP 
modifications with principal reduction that do 
not meet the hAmP PrA criteria.119 

chart 5: Principal reductions  
and haMP Modifications

Source: mhA report, oct. 2012.
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implement principal reductions, even when doing so would save investors money. Ser-
vicers almost always stand to lose on principal reductions, because they reduce the ser-
vicer’s main source of income. As a result, leaving principal reductions to the servicer’s 
discretion invites a low rate of reduction.123

Nor did Treasury address the inter-relationship of principal reduction and taxable 
income. HAMP principal reductions are spread over three years, which greatly com-
plicates the tax accounting for homeowners. Debt forgiveness is generally considered 
income for tax purposes in the year in which the debt is forgiven. Thus, a HAMP modi-
fication with principal reduction potentially results in taxable income to a homeowner 
each year for three years into the future. These tax consequences can have spillover 
effects: the income reported on a tax return attributable to a principal reduction may dis-
qualify a homeowner for Medicaid or college financial aid. Even without such corollary 
consequences, homeowners currently face confusing and overlapping reporting require-
ments in the event of a modification. The potentially devastating tax liability can under-
mine the sustainability of a loan modification. Some attorneys have gone so far as to 
advise their clients to decline a principal reduction modification under HAMP because 
of the uncertain tax consequences.

Of even greater significance, the acting director of the Federal Housing Finance Agency 
(FHFA) has so far refused to allow principal forgiveness as part of modifications of loans 
held or guaranteed by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, even when a loan modification 
with principal reduction might pass the NPV test.124 Since Fannie and Freddie account 
for the majority of outstanding mortgage debt,125 and an even larger share of the HAMP 
modifications,126 this refusal presents a huge barrier to reducing the burden of negative 
equity on American homeowners.127 Treasury’s increase in incentive payments for prin-
cipal reduction has not changed FHFA’s position on the benefits of allowing principal 
reduction.128 The (FHFA) has also rejected a proposal to allow no-interest periods in 
Chapter 13 bankruptcy payment plans, which would have the effect of providing princi-
pal reductions for some homeowners in bankruptcy.129

Without a mandate and without cooperation from FHFA, HAMP failed to provide suf-
ficient principal reduction modifications, by any rational economic measure.130 None-
theless, HAMP’s incentive structure has, after a rocky start, led to HAMP modifications 
including principal reductions at nearly twice the rate of all modifications.131

HAMP has promoted principal reduction modifications that benefit both investors and 
homeowners, without large infusions of taxpayer funds or encouraging borrowers to 
default on their loans in any measurable scale. Future programs should build on these 
results and mandate principal reductions where the result is NPV positive.
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C.  Servicer Compliance Is Necessary to Bring a Loan Modification Program 
to Scale

1. HAMP Modifications Reach Too Few Homeowners

 a. The Total Number and Pace of HAMP Modifications Is Disappointing

HAMP works well when it is implemented, but it is implemented for far too few homeowners. 
HAMP’s limited reach underscores the need for loan modification programs to reach scale.

When HAMP was rolled out in February of 2008, Treasury officials predicted that three 
to four million loans would be modified.132 By 2010, it was clear that fewer than two mil-
lion loans would be modified under HAMP, despite the urgent need for more modifica-
tions.133 As of August 2012, only 831,661 loans had been permanently modified.134 The 
number of outstanding HAMP trial modifications has steadily declined.135 Less than a 
third of all homeowners who have applied for HAMP have received permanent modi-
fications. Meanwhile, since September of 2008, almost four million homes have been 
foreclosed on, and, as of May 2012, over one million homes are in some stage of the fore-
closure process.136 Current projections for the remaining scale of the crisis suggest ten 
million more homes may be lost to foreclosure.137 As chart 6 shows, HAMP has reached 
only a small fraction of the homes entering foreclosure.

Future programs must bring loan modifications to scale. HAMP allowed too many 
homeowners who would have been good candidates for loan modifications to lose their 

      chart 6: Mortgage Delinquencies and haMP Modifications, 2009–2012
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homes, at a staggering cost to the society at large.138 The following sections discuss the 
key reasons for HAMP’s disappointing performance. Fundamentally, future loan modi-
fication programs must ensure that eligible homeowners receive timely offers of modifi-
cation, and that servicers honor those offers. We cannot recover the lost equity and lost 
neighborhoods vaporized in this crisis.

 b.  HAMP Does Not Apply to All Servicers or All Loans

HAMP’s limited success demonstrates the importance of universal market participation. 
With some servicers covered by HAMP and some not, and some loans at the same servicer 
covered and some not, confusion often reigns. Some servicers, including HSBC, never 
elected to join on to HAMP. At other companies, some divisions participated in HAMP 
while others did not. Perhaps the most notorious exam-
ple of the latter was widespread confusion as to which 
of the CitiFinancial companies were covered: CitiFinan-
cial, which serviced many subprime loans at high risk 
of foreclosure, never signed a HAMP Servicer Participa-
tion Agreement, but its sister company, CitiMortgage, 
with a larger prime portfolio, did.139

Because of these gaps in coverage, HAMP has repeat-
edly struggled with what happens when servicing on 
a loan is transferred. Multiple Supplemental Directives 
have addressed these issues, and elaborate accounting 
regimes have been implemented.140 All of this would 
be obviated by standards that apply to all servicers, big 
and small, state-chartered entities, federally-chartered 
entities and non-banks.

Loans guaranteed or held by Fannie Mae or Freddie 
Mac have their own rules.141 Figuring out if a loan is 
covered by the Fannie or Freddie rules is not easy. Until 
recently, both Fannie and Freddie required foreclo-
sures to be initiated in the servicer’s name, not in the 
name of Fannie or Freddie.142 While Fannie and Freddie 
have both created internet “loan lookup” tools, servicers 
sometimes dispute the results of these.

If a loan is guaranteed or held by Fannie or Freddie, 
homeowners and their representatives cannot rely on 
Treasury’s HAMP Handbook, but must navigate the 
servicing guide for the appropriate GSE. Significantly, 
the GSE HAMP rules lag behind HAMP in four areas:

1. Principal reductions are not available;

2. GSE servicers have tight timelines, enforced with monetary sanctions, for initiating 
and processing foreclosures, and the solicitation standards require much less out-
reach by servicers before initiating foreclosure;

Limbo for Washington homeowner: 
GSE (Fannie Mae) or Not GSE?

A couple in washington state fell behind 
on their mortgage after the primary 
breadwinner was laid off. Although one of 
them found new employment quickly, it did 
not pay enough to keep up with their bills. 
they have a fannie mae loan, serviced by 
homestreet bank. their loan appears in 
fannie mae’s loan lookup tool, and they 
have received confirmation from fannie 
mae that it has owned their loan at least 
since 2006. nevertheless, homestreet 
claims to be the holder of the note, 
not merely the servicer, and relying on 
this claim, has refused to participate in 
washington’s mandatory pre-foreclosure 
mediation program. fannie mae is clearly 
covered by the washington law. however, 
a small lender, like homestreet, is 
exempted if it is the holder and conducts 
less than 250 foreclosures per year.

      chart 6: Mortgage Delinquencies and haMP Modifications, 2009–2012
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3. There is no appeals process; and

4. Homeowners in bankruptcy face hurdles.143

Because Fannie and Freddie now account for over 50% of outstanding mortgage debt, 
these defects affect large numbers of homeowners.144

Even for loans unequivocally covered by non-GSE HAMP, Treasury has permitted 
variations based on investor restrictions, discussed in pages 31–33, and, more critically, 
has allowed servicers to tamper with a key variable of the net present value test, the 
discount rate. HAMP discounts future payments with the Freddie Mac prime weekly 
survey rate. This is the same rate used by the FDIC in their earlier version of the NPV 
test.145 But Treasury permits servicers to add up to 250 basis points to the Freddie Mac 
prime weekly survey rate. Even small shifts in the discount rate (of one basis point) 
can have a major impact on whether homeowners pass the NPV test and qualify for a 
HAMP modification or not.146 Only eleven servicers ever used an add-on discount rate, 
and only four still do.147 But homeowners have no way of knowing whether the servicer 
uses an add-on, or if so how much. Allowing even the possibility of variations in the dis-
count rate clouds the loan modification process: other reasons for differentials in servicer 
denial rates can be concealed behind potential differences in the discount rate.

In addition to GSE loans, the federal government has programs 
to encourage lending for certain market segments. These loans—
made or insured by the Federal Housing Administration (FHA), the 
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), and the Rural Housing Services 
(RHS)—are by and large made to vulnerable populations, who may 
have restricted access to conventional credit. A review of the abuses 
in the origination and servicing of these loans is beyond the scope of 
this paper. However, such abuses are, unfortunately, not unknown.148 
These government-insured loan programs have not adopted effective 
loan modification programs equal to the modification available under 
HAMP for non-government insured loans, despite the fact that they 
have an explicit mission of providing affordable housing, and, prior 
to the crisis, had more rigorous loan modification standards in place 
than available under conventional loans.

As a result of all of these variations in coverage, figuring out whether 
a homeowner qualifies for HAMP is complicated. The administration 

of HAMP would be simplified by universal coverage and standard rules. HAMP shows 
that a program where servicers can choose whether to participate or not, and with some 
loans in and some out, too often produces confusion and permits evasion instead of loan 
modification.

Nonetheless, a higher-standard is appropriate for government-insured loans such as VA 
loans and FHA loans that are made to vulnerable populations using taxpayer subsidies. 
Thus, national servicing standards must be a floor and not a ceiling: creditors and ser-
vicers who receive government funding must be held to a higher standard than those 
operating purely in the private market.

creditors and 
servicers who receive 
government funding 

on government-
insured loans using 
taxpayer subsidies 
must be held to a 

higher standard than 
those operating purely 
in the private market.
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 c.  Document Verification Has Posed Hurdles

The challenges posed by document verification under HAMP clearly illustrate the need 
for simplified, streamlined, and standardized document submission and verification. 
HAMP requires more underwriting than 
most of the defaulting loans received at 
origination. For one thing, when loans 
are underwritten at origination, they 
are usually underwritten once. But the 
delay in processing HAMP modifica-
tions, sometimes for years and often 
for months, has meant that servicers 
have requested homeowners to resub-
mit income documentation repeatedly. 
Servicers have used inconsistencies in 
the documents, supplied months apart 
while homeowners wait for the servicer 
to process the modification, as an excuse 
to deny modifications.

The lack of uniformity among servicers 
has hampered HAMP. Servicers have 
been allowed to decide what constitutes 
proof of income for self-employed bor-
rowers, how much documentation of 
debt must be provided, and whether to 
include the income of non-homeowner 
household members. Standards for 
demonstrating imminent default have 
varied widely among servicers.

Treasury has made various attempts 
at addressing the document morass: 
requiring document verification before 
the trial period, listing what documents servicers may require of self-employed home-
owners (not, for example, audited profit and loss statements), and specifying percent-
ages allowed for rental income, for example. But in other areas, Treasury has continued 
to allow servicers to use their own business judgment.150

Clear rules in this context help. For example, the rate at which homeowners in trial modifica-
tions were approved for permanent modifications improved dramatically after servicers were 
required to verify income up front, rather than waiting until the trial plan had started.151

Standard and streamlined rules are necessary. Without them, homeowners languish 
waiting for servicers to process documents and are subjected to repeated demands by 
servicers for yet more documents. HAMP’s saga of paperwork woes teaches us that 
document verification requirements must be clear and consistent.

Ohio Family Is Stymied by the Servicer's 
Documentation Bungling

in 2009, the kisers, an ohio family, began making 
payments on an oral hAmP trial modification. After the 
kisers had made seven payments, citimortgage instituted 
foreclosure proceedings, because the kisers had never 
returned the information packet. the kisers protested 
that they had never received the packet, and citimortgage 
agreed to send a second information packet. the kisers 
received and returned the second information packet in 
August 2010. in september 2010, citimortgage sent the 
kisers a third information packet, saying they had not 
received the second one. the kisers returned it in october 
2010. in november 2010, citimortgage requested a 
copy of a tax form and information about a non-existent 
bank account. the kisers provided the tax return, and 
noted that the bank account did not exist. in January 
2011, citimorgage said that it had never received the 
third information packet, and then rejected the kisers for 
a loan modification—because of their income. the kisers 
gave up their house, after nearly two years of struggling 
with the modification process, in despair.149
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2. Servicers Do Not Follow the Rules

 a. Noncompliance Is Widespread

Beyond all of the technical challenges posed by HAMP’s structure, there is one root 
cause of HAMP’s failure to reach its intended scale: massive servicer noncompliance. 
Despite all of its progress, HAMP did not achieve its goals because homeowners have 
been unable and Treasury unwilling to hold servicers accountable for performance or 
compliance with the program’s rules.152 Although incremental improvements to HAMP 
have addressed some of these issues, their partial implementation continues to impede 
large-scale modifications.153

As the chart below shows, servicers have continued to prefer proprietary modifications 
to HAMP modifications. Both HAMP and proprietary modifications have increased 
primarily in response to the occasional threats of enforcement: the roll-out of the HAMP 
program in early 2009, when many industry observers were concerned that the Obama 
administration would mandate compliance and impose standards, the lead-up to the 
OCC and FRB settlements in early 2011, which had the potential to impose devastating 
economic consequences on the major servicers, and, finally, the implementation of the 
national mortgage settlement, which, for the first time ever, mandated modifications. 
But, as chart 7 shows, once the immediate threat subsided, the numbers of modifications 
return largely to earlier levels.

Almost every official evaluation of HAMP has noted poor servicer compliance.154 Judges 
reviewing servicer behavior in individual cases have been scathing.155 Future programs 
cannot take servicer compliance for granted, but must build in meaningful public and 
private enforcement mechanisms.

    chart 7: Permanent Modifications, 2008–2012

Source: occ mortgage metrics report, 2008-2012.
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 b. Servicers Fail to Complete Routine Tasks Correctly

Under HAMP, we have learned—again and again—that servicers cannot process paper-
work. Servicers fail to correctly deliver even basic, mandated form documents. Letters 
are mailed to the wrong address, or not sent at all.156 Denials based on the failure of 
homeowners to submit documents—the largest single category for denials157—are often 
not based on the homeowners’ failure, but the servicers’ failure to correctly process 
documents.158 Servicers routinely fail to provide correct and complete denial notices.159 
Employees complain that they lack access to basic tools needed to process paperwork—
like fax machines.160

Servicers routinely misenter information and miscalculate informa-
tion, with profound consequences for both homeowners and inves-
tors. For example, in 2011, Treasury penalized both JPMorgan and 
Bank of America by withholding incentive payments in large part 
because Treasury’s own reviews showed that these servicers were 
frequently failing to calculate income correctly.161 Treasury, it should 
be noted, was only looking at whether JPMorgan Chase and Bank of 
America, two of the largest and most powerful financial institutions 
in the world, were correctly performing arithmetic operations on 
the numbers in their files: Treasury did not check whether the banks 
were obtaining and entering the correct data, only whether the num-
bers in the file added up. But reviews of servicers’ records by Special 
Inspector General for the Troubled Asset Relief Program (SIGTARP) 
show that a majority of the time servicers fail to enter the correct data 
into their systems, even when they have the correct data on docu-
ments submitted by the homeowner.162 As a result, hundreds of thousands of homeown-
ers have been wrongfully denied or have given up on obtaining a loan modification.

This is costly for both investors and homeowners. One estimate of the cost to investors 
of denials based on failure to process the paperwork puts the losses to investors over 
$2.4 billion, just through the end of 2010.163

Large financial institutions have no excuse for errors of arithmetic.164 The pervasive data 
entry errors SIGTARP found are shocking. Specifying the forms, and the data to be col-
lected or distributed on those forms, as HAMP has done, is not enough. There must be 
enforcement mechanisms that motivate servicers to comply and ensure that documents 
can be received from homeowners, are received, and are properly entered in the ser-
vicer’s system.

 c. Investor Restrictions Are Falsely Invoked

Problems with investor restrictions have plagued HAMP.165 HAMP permits servicers 
to decline to modify a loan when an investor agreement forbids the HAMP modifica-
tion. These agreements will almost always be contained exclusively in the pooling 
and servicing agreements, which prohibit modifications only rarely.166 Yet HAMP, 

    chart 7: Permanent Modifications, 2008–2012
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characteristically, allows servicers to determine whether or not there is an investor 
restriction prohibiting the modification.

HAMP requires servicers to make an attempt to obtain a waiver from investors, when 
agreements with the investors prevent a HAMP modification. But HAMP only requires 
servicers to make a single attempt per trust, however half-hearted, to obtain a waiver. 
Nor must servicers provide homeowners with evidence of even this basic step. And ser-
vicers need not provide homeowners with any information about the trust or the basis 
of the investor restriction, leaving homeowners to comb through hundreds of pages 
of public filings to attempt to find the putative restriction. Attorneys who contact the 
HAMP Solutions Center, discussed in pages 40–41, regarding investor denials find that 
representatives typically rely on the servicer’s characterization of the restrictions.167 The 
result of this weak oversight is confusion and misdirection.

Whether through incompetence or malice, servicers routinely falsely represent the extent 
of investor restrictions and fail to seek waiver of those restrictions.170 Future programs 

Servicers Invoke False restrictions in Denying Loan Modifications

California: A homeowner’s attorney was 
told that the investor contract forbade all 
modifications. the servicer, bank of America, 
provided what purported to be a copy of the 
restriction. on examination of the actual con-
tract, however, it was clear that the document 
provided had been altered, by changing a 
comma to a period and omitting the following 
clause. in fact, loan modifications were gen-
erally allowed for mortgages in default or at 
imminent risk of default.168

maine: After months of litigation, JPmorgan 
chase produced an internal document sum-
marizing the investor restrictions applicable  
to a pool. upon review of the document, it 
was clear that the internal summary docu-
ment, relied on by line-level staff in deter-
mining whether homeowners are eligible 
for a modification, misstated the interest 

rate restrictions in the pooling and servic-
ing document. this mistake resulted in many 
homeowners being erroneously denied for a 
modification.169

New York: A homeowner has tried to get a 
loan modification through the court-mandated 
foreclosure settlement conference program 
since August 2010. bAc home Loans servic-
ing (now bank of America) has insisted that 
the loan cannot be modified because of an 
alleged investor restriction, but has not pro-
vided a Pooling and servicing Agreement or 
any other proof of the existence of the restric-
tion or that it has sought a waiver, despite 
repeated orders from the court to do so. bAc 
doesn’t seem to actually know who the owner 
is—in statements made to the court, it has 
reversed itself twice as to whether the loan is 
owned by fannie mae or another entity.
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cannot rely on servicers to do the right thing. Homeowners must be given basic infor-
mation about the basis of any alleged investor restrictions—the name of the trust, the 
language in the trust documents prohibiting the modification, and documentation of the 
servicer’s attempts at waiver—in order to verify that the restrictions are real. Requiring 
documentation will encourage servicers to better implement investor agreements.

 d.  Despite Rules Requiring Homeowners to Be Evaluated for a Modification 
before Foreclosure, Servicers Continue to Dual Track Homeowners and 
Wrongfully Foreclose

Dual track servicing is the simultaneous pursuit of foreclosure and loan modification 
efforts by the servicer, often by entirely different personnel. Without restrictions on dual 
track treatment of loans, it becomes much harder to modify loans successfully because 
foreclosure-related costs, such as attorney fees, court costs, and inspection fees begin 
to mount up. 171 These added amounts make it more difficult for homeowners to pay 
back arrearages or otherwise qualify for a modification. Servicers have strong incentives 
to pursue dual tracking because they can charge fees 
throughout the foreclosure process,172 which are ulti-
mately recouped from the trust in a foreclosure, or from 
the homeowner in a modification.

Even where servicers decide to halt the foreclosure pro-
cess, lack of communication between different depart-
ments or between the servicer and its attorneys may 
result in foreclosure sales going forward mistakenly. 
Homeowners often naively rely on assurances by the 
servicer’s employees that the sale has been cancelled, 
sometimes with disastrous results.174

The scheduling of foreclosure sales while a loan modi-
fication application is pending presents additional 
logistical hurdles for a homeowner who is focused 
on modification. Homeowners must monitor the sale 
schedule, sometimes on a week-to-week basis, to make sure their home is not sold acci-
dentally. One California homeowner reports that although she entered into a loan modi-
fication in February 2012, the foreclosure sale of her home, scheduled before she entered 
into the trial modification, continues in December 2012 to be rolled over from one month 
to the next.175

Nor are there bright lines between when the foreclosure is started and when there was a 
loan modification application: many of the homeowners foreclosed upon while undergo-
ing a loan modification review were placed by servicers in multiple trial modifications. 
Thus, their second or third modification application may have been received after the 
foreclosure was started, but the original modification request was received before a fore-
closure was started. Or the servicer may have initiated the foreclosure process contem-
poraneously with the homeowner’s mailing of the modification application. Rules that 
rely on when the modification was received with respect to when the foreclosure started 

Dual-tracking costs Kentucky 
Widow $6,500

A 76-year-old widow in rural kentucky 
racked up foreclosure fees of over 
$6,500, more than 15% of her modest 
loan balance, while waiting for the servicer 
to process her loan modification. because 
the foreclosure fees and arrearages are 
now so high, the widow’s hAmP eligibility 
is threatened.173
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to determine whether the servicer may proceed with a foreclosure introduce complexity 
and uncertainty into the process.

HAMP and the standards created by the GSEs require that a loan modification review be 
conducted before a foreclosure is initiated and that foreclosures not be pursued against 

homeowners making payments under modification 
agreements. But these rules are often breached.178 
The result is countless unnecessary foreclosures, 
sometimes accompanied by the loss of the home.

Moreover, neither HAMP nor the GSE rules gener-
ally require that a foreclosure process, once initi-
ated, be stayed during the loan modification review, 
although sale of the property itself is to be post-
poned under limited circumstances. At the same 
time, however, the GSE servicing guidelines impose 
strict foreclosure timelines on servicers, and the 
GSEs charge fines of $30 per day for failure to meet 
the deadlines, even if the homeowner has requested 
a modification.180 Neither HAMP nor the GSE rules 
require the crucial step of a general stop to foreclo-
sures already initiated when a modification is being 
reviewed.181

Certainly, if servicers are able to complete the loan 
modification review before the foreclosure is initi-
ated that is best for homeowners and investors. 
The incentives should weigh in that direction. But 
often, the need for a loan modification becomes 
apparent only after the foreclosure is initiated. Not 
infrequently, for example, homeowners at the time 
of foreclosure believe that they are current or have 
brought their loans current recently.182 Receipt of a 

foreclosure complaint or notice of sale may also be the reason the homeowner first seeks 
assistance from a lawyer or housing counselor, and first receives unbiased information 
about potential eligibility for a modification. Pausing the foreclosure process is a neces-
sary part of making loan modification a viable possibility for these homeowners.

The servicing industry has argued that a pause in the foreclosure process, once initiated, 
would be costly. Usually, industry gestures towards the costs of the foreclosure process 
itself, such as advertising and publication fees, and fees for service of process. These 
costs, when incurred, are generally added into the arrearages in a modification or recov-
ered from the foreclosure proceeds, in any ultimate foreclosure.

But even if the servicers did not recoup these costs, industry has often overstated their 
magnitude. In judicial foreclosures, mandated in nearly half the states for residential 

Servicers Evade Dual-tracking 
restrictions by cancelling  

Performing Loan Modifications

california homeowners who entered into 
a modification with bank of America in 

september 2010 were told in february 2012, 
when they called to inquire about a scheduled 

foreclosure sale date, that their modification 
had been “reversed” in october 2010 and 

“cancelled” in february 2011.176

A texas homeowner was pulled from a 
performing loan modification in April 2010 
and then placed into foreclosure. multiple 

new loan modification applications followed 
throughout the summer of 2010, with the 

homeowner submitting a final packet  
on september 1, 2010, only to have  

the house sold at foreclosure on  
september 7, 2010, six days later.177
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foreclosures, there is generally no extra cost to a 
pause in the proceedings. A 30-day pause, as would 
be required for a review and potential appeal of a 
denial, is common in litigation. Even in non-judicial 
foreclosures, where servicers may need to re-adver-
tise if the foreclosure is delayed, such costs are rela-
tively minimal and do not outweigh the important 
public and economic benefits served by encouraging 
modifications, even after a servicer has commenced 
foreclosure. In most states, the foreclosure timeline 
itself does not need to be restarted.

The other costs correlated with a pause to review 
the loan modification application—the accrued and 
unpaid interest and the servicer’s cost to finance the 
homeowner’s unpaid payments—are no different 
from those incurred in any modification and largely 
within the servicer’s control.

Servicers have multiple incentives to put home-
owners on a dual track, and few counterbalances. 
Pressure to foreclose quickly and the availability of 

foreclosure-related fees naturally incline servicers to pursue foreclosure and modifica-
tion simultaneously. Weighed against that are no consequences or costs (absent success-
ful borrower litigation) for pursuing dual track, even against existing guidelines. Loan 
modifications should not be jeopardized by the continuation of the 
foreclosure process, even if the borrower has not responded to a loan 
modification solicitation until after the foreclosure is initiated (or 
even if the servicer has not recognized the homeowner’s request for a 
loan modification until after the foreclosure is initiated). Servicers can 
minimize any delay (and should be encouraged to do so) by expedit-
ing the review. By allowing servicers to continue with a foreclosure 
once started, the HAMP rules and the GSEs essentially provide a get-
out-of-jail free card for servicers who ignore the rules.

In order to stop wrongful foreclosures, the dual tracking rules must 
require servicers to stop any foreclosure proceeding for the duration 
of a loan modification review, whether the review is initiated before 
or after the servicer has “referred” the loan to foreclosure. The non-
existent enforcement of the rule against dual tracking, and the excep-
tion allowing the servicer to proceed with the foreclosure as long as 
the foreclosure sale does not occur, leads to abuse by servicers. The 
foreclosure process, once initiated, takes on a life of its own. Bright-
line rules are needed to prevent wrongful foreclosures.

Servicers Foreclose on 
homeowners Making trial 

Modification Payments

A homeowner in new york received  
a foreclosure summons and  
complaint in June 2012 two  

weeks after timely submitting her  
first trial period plan payment.

A california homeowner who entered 
into a permanent loan modification 

with bank of America in february 2012 
received a notice of default on her 

mortgage in August, even though she 
had continued to make all payments 

required under the modification.179

servicers have 
multiple incentives to 
put homeowners on a 
dual track of pursuing 
a foreclosure, while 
a homeowner seeks 
a modification, and 
few counterbalances. 
hAmP rules allow 
servicers to do so, 
essentially providing 
a get-out-of-jail free 
card for servicers who 
ignore the rules.
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3.  Homeowners and the Public at Large Lack Mechanisms for Holding 
Servicers Accountable

 a. Treasury Has Failed to Provide Oversight of or Information about Servicers

The experience with HAMP suggests that government agencies may not be able to pro-
vide effective oversight of loan modification programs and that other compliance mech-
anisms must also be implemented.

Servicers have been left to their own devices in implementing HAMP. Almost every 
official evaluation of HAMP has noted lack of enforcement by the Department of the 
Treasury and its agents.183 In early litigation challenging the implementation of HAMP, 
Treasury, through its lawyers in the Department of Justice, sided with the servicers 
and argued that compliance with HAMP rules was discretionary.184 The Department of 
Justice thus effectively sabotaged judicial enforcement of HAMP from the very begin-
ning, setting the tone for the industry’s response to any effort by homeowners to enforce 
HAMP rules.

Obtaining basic information about the program has not been easy. Treasury has not 
made public the results of its audits of servicers.185 Nor has it released the certificates 
of compliance servicers were required to submit.186 Even after Congress passed legisla-
tion requiring Treasury to make the key loan modification eligibility test (the net pres-
ent value test) public, it took Treasury ten months to make a version of the test publicly 
available, and Treasury hedged that release with significant caveats.187 Even courts have 
difficulty extracting accurate information from servicers.188

Treasury lacked the courage of its convictions and pulled its punches. For example, 
reporting by the Special Inspector General for the Troubled Asset Relief Program (SIG 
TARP) indicates that Treasury may have dropped sanctions against JPMorgan Chase in 
exchange for Chase’s participation in the federal-state settlement for violations of servic-
ing practices.189 Servicers are encouraged and requested to comply with HAMP’s guid-
ance, but are never required to do so when they fall short. The result is a program that 
did not deliver on its promise. Future loan modification programs cannot rely entirely 
on enforcement by a single agency.

 b. Greater Transparency Is Needed

  1. A Fully-functional, Fully-public Net Present Value Test Is Critical

HAMP’s failure to make the NPV test fully public hampered its reach. Although HAMP 
has demonstrated the utility of a standard NPV test, it has also shown that that utility is 
limited when key information is concealed from the public at large.

A critical piece of the evaluation process for any modification protocol is the NPV test. 
Homeowners and their advocates need an objective measure; judges and mediators need 
an objective measure; investors and servicers need an objective measure.

HAMP built on the work of the FDIC in creating a standardized net present value 
test. The FDIC test was published early on as an Excel spreadsheet that anyone could 
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download and take for a test drive: its assumptions were fully transparent and the 
underlying programming accessible.190

In contrast, the HAMP NPV test was long held as a closely guarded secret. A lengthy 
white paper explaining the algorithms was published, but the test itself was not made 
available to the public in any accessible format. Only servicers are 
allowed to see the actual numbers underlying the assumptions. It 
took an act of Congress to persuade Treasury that servicers should 
provide homeowners with the numbers used in the NPV test and that 
everyone—homeowners, judges, and mediators—should have access 
to a version of the NPV test.191 And it then took Treasury ten months 
to make a version of the NPV test publicly available.192

By the time Treasury made the test available via the web portal 
CheckMyNPV, an estimated 150,000 homeowners were denied 
HAMP modifications based on the NPV test.193 Likely, many of 
those denials were erroneous. Servicers routinely fail to use the cor-
rect inputs for the NPV (SIG TARP found correct and complete NPV 
inputs in only two out of the 149 files it reviewed).194 One academic 
reviewing the HAMP data found that approximately 12% of all NPV 
denials actually had a positive NPV value.195 Treasury’s delay had 
real and painful consequences for homeowners and investors.

Housing counselors and attorneys all across the country use Check-
MyNPV in screening clients for loan modifications and pushing for 
sustainable modifications that save all parties money. Judges and 
mediators refer to its results in assessing the candor of servicers 
appearing before them. But persistent problems plague the imple-
mentation of CheckMyNPV.

There are numerous operational problems with the CheckMyNPV. The web interface 
times out; if a homeowner is in the middle of completing the questionnaire and is called 
away to answer the door or tend to a child (or even takes too long finding a relevant 
piece of information in the documents or calculating, for example, the number of months 
remaining in the loan’s amortization term or the current unpaid principal balance plus 
accrued interest and fees), the homeowner will return to find that none of the data is 
saved and the homeowner must re-start the process of completing CheckMyNPV. The 
results returned are often confusing; again, unlike the FDIC NPV test, which returns 
a clear “pass” or “fail,” CheckMyNPV will sometimes return error codes (e.g., “Error 
Code 69”) with no explanation. Because the entries are not saved, and because there 
is no downloadable form, if a homeowner encounters one of those error codes, the 
homeowner must resort to trial and error, re-entering and changing all of the dozens of 
distinct data inputs. While the glossary provided is helpful, there are few calculators or 
other tools to help homeowners do the math. In short, CheckMyNPV remains a clunky 
tool, with only limited transparency.

by the time treasury 
made the hAmP net 
present value (nPV) 
test available in April 
2011, an estimated 
150,000 homeowners 
had been denied 
hAmP modifications 
based on the nPV 
test. one reviewer of 
the hAmP data found 
that approximately 
12% of all nPV 
denials actually had a 
positive nPV value.
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Treasury has also undercut the utility of CheckMyNPV by hedging it with legal dis-
claimers. We are told that this is not the actual NPV, but only an “estimate,” and that 
homeowners should discuss differences with their servicers.196 Again, Treasury has 
pulled back from requiring and implementing a truly standard program and deferred 
unduly to servicers.

Nor is the test fully public; unlike the FDIC’s NPV test, homeowners and their advo-
cates cannot access the underlying programming or formula or review the underlying 
assumptions. For example, Treasury has allowed the discount rate that servicers are per-
mitted to add on to the Freddie Mac prime weekly survey rate in determining the pres-
ent value of the proposed loan modification to remain a secret.197 This undermines the 
standard, universal application of the HAMP rules. Homeowners have no way of find-
ing out if their servicer uses a discount rate, and if so, how large it is. Even small shifts in 
the discount rate (of one basis point) can have a major impact on the pass or fail rates.198

The lack of transparency in the NPV test has undermined HAMP’s reach and its fair-
ness. Indeed, as SIG TARP has noted, the overall lack of transparency in the application 
and evaluation process, of which the NPV test is a key component, has enabled foreclo-
sure rescue scams to flourish.199 As demonstrated by HAMP’s history with the NPV test, 
full transparency as to the application process and criteria for eligibility is necessary for 
a successful loan modification regime.

  2. HAMP’s Data Reporting Permits Only Partial Accountability

HAMP’s data reporting has helped inform the public debate over loan modifications. 
But Treasury has failed to collect enough data, to ensure that the data it collects is reli-
able, and to make public the relevant information. Future programs should expand on 
the limited data made available under HAMP.

From the beginning of HAMP, Treasury has made public some aggregate data on 
HAMP. But the data Treasury published do not illuminate the core questions as to why 
so few modifications have been offered and accepted: do homeowners not apply, do 
homeowners not qualify, or do servicers fail to process eligible homeowners? Nor do 
the data tell us much about who gets modifications: Homeowners with housing counsel-
ors? Homeowners in bankruptcy? Are there differences by age, race, gender, or national 
origin that would implicate fair housing or fair lending concerns?200 Were homeowners 
who failed to get modifications NPV positive (i.e., is the failure to offer modifications 
costing investors money as well as communities and individual homeowners)? Answer-
ing these questions, and providing related data, could improve future loan modification 
programs.

The data gaps are particularly stark for information by servicer. Treasury publishes 
quarterly statistics on HAMP performance, by servicer.201 These data, for example, con-
firm that Bank of America and JPMorgan Chase have problems with HAMP compliance 
that are even disproportionate to their size.202 Some servicers clearly perform better than 
others.203 But the available data does not tell us why some servicers perform better than 
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others, or whether the modifications offered vary by servicer, key questions in assessing 
program design and servicer compliance.

One key question, for example, is whether servicers properly calculate arrearages, par-
ticularly when the servicer has delayed a conversion from a temporary modification to 
a permanent modification. Under HAMP, when there is a delay in conversion of a trial 
period modification to a permanent modification, servicers are required to waive the dif-
ference between the interest accrued under the pre-modified terms 
and the interest accrued under post-modified terms. (Failure to 
waive the accrued interest can result in lost home equity, high out-
of-pocket fees for homeowners, and erroneously denied loan modi-
fications). While there is general reporting about conversion rates, 
there is no way to verify that servicers are waiving the excess inter-
est accrued, or if some servicers are doing a better job in complying 
with this provision of HAMP than others.204

Treasury’s data is also statistically suspect. Servicers often fail 
to complete fields and may make mistakes in the fields they do 
complete. It is unclear whether there is any meaningful review by 
Treasury of the data submitted. Certainly, failure to complete the 
data reporting requirements accurately has not made it onto Trea-
sury’s list of reasons servicers may be sanctioned. By providing its sister agencies with 
limited data of dubious quality, Treasury has tied the hands of the government agencies 
charged with enforcing fair lending and consumer protection laws.

Policymakers and regulators must be able to determine if the program is being imple-
mented appropriately. The public wants to know whether individual companies are 
following the rules and whether borrowers, as a whole, are being treated fairly. Inves-
tors want to know if servicers are making sound business decisions with their money.205 
With the data Treasury currently collects and makes public, neither the public at large 
nor investors nor policymakers can answer any of these questions. In the absence of 
adequate data collection, policymakers are left to rely on anecdote in setting rules that 
regulate the marketplace.

Greater transparency as to the performance of individual servicers would increase pub-
lic confidence in the integrity of any loan modification program. It would also increase 
public accountability for servicers. Without transparency and detailed data, there is no 
meaningful deterrent to lax policies and practices in loan modification. One lesson of 
HAMP is the need for rigorous transparency and meaningful data collection.

the data treasury has 
made available does 
not tell us whether the 
modifications offered 
vary by servicer, a key 
question in assessing 
program design and 
servicer compliance.
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 c. Homeowners Need an Effective Third-Party Appeals Process

HAMP has modeled the beginnings of a third party appeals system. HAMP’s history 
shows the need for a more rigorous process than that available under HAMP.

Homeowners have no control over which company services their loan, so they cannot 
vote with their feet in response to servicer mistake or malfeasance. There is no market 
pressure on servicers to give homeowners complete information or to respond when 
homeowners claim the servicer has made a mistake.

For most loan modifications, short of litigation, there is also no appeals process. If a ser-
vicer denies a modification, homeowners face foreclosure without any review. For GSE 
loans, homeowners or the housing counselors or attorneys who work with them can 
call a general toll-free number at either Fannie or Freddie if they encounter problems 
in accessing an appropriate loan modification.206 Counselors and attorneys calling on 
behalf of homeowners report that the staff answering the phone cannot help and often 
seem unaware of any method for handling review of complaints about the loan modifi-
cation process. Homeowners and the housing counselors and attorneys who assist them 
rely on individual contacts within the GSEs to intervene; there is no effective appeals 
process.207

Treasury created a weak appeals process for non-GSE loans, the HAMP Solutions Center, 
which fields calls from housing counselors and fields calls from housing counselors and 
attorneys.208 It may be that servicers, who depend on servicing contracts with Fannie 
for much of their business, are inclined to respond well to the Fannie Mae employees 
who staff the HSC under Fannie Mae’s contract with Treasury as HAMP’s program 
administrator. In any event, the HSC process provides a bully pulpit to get the servicer’s 
attention. Sometimes, servicers will respond to an HSC inquiry with more information 
than the servicer was willing to give the homeowner.209 Or they may agree to review 
a case internally that they had been ignoring. Many advocates report having used the 
appeals process to obtain modifications for clients who were initially denied. Attorneys 
and counselors working with homeowners who have Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac loans 
sometimes try to use the third-party appeals process Treasury created for non-GSE 
HAMP-eligible loans.210 The limited appeals process built into HAMP is better than the 
nothing that exists elsewhere.

But the appeals process built into HAMP is limited. Homeowners who are unrepre-
sented cannot access the HSC. Attorneys are sometimes told that they cannot access the 
HSC, particularly if they do not work for a nonprofit.211 Treasury apparently created 
these rules to protect homeowners from loan modification scammers; of course, anyone 
who is advocating for a homeowner with HSC is already providing more service to a 
homeowner than most scammers can be bothered with. It is the very absence of enforce-
ment and transparency that creates the fertile ground for scammers.212 Advocates cir-
culate lists of tips to get better results in dealing with HSC: if you get an email response 
and the response is not helpful, clearing the subject line will ensure that the email goes 
to a different person at HSC; asking for the supervisor of the HSC by name will often 
give you a different answer, even though you never talk to the supervisor; putting 
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“Foreclosure Sale Scheduled” in the subject line may get you a response in less than a 
week’s time.

HSC representatives are often reluctant or unable to challenge a servicer’s response.213 
At one point, Treasury opined that servicers could elect not to respond to HSC if there 
was any active litigation involving the homeowner214—effectively excluding from the 
appeals process all the homeowners in the 20 states that only have judicial foreclosure, 
where every foreclosure involves litigation between the servicer and the homeowner.215 
Often, even in cases where the HSC representative agrees that the servicer violated the 
rules, the HSC will close the case if the servicer refuses to change its position. A sum-
mary prepared by the Connecticut Fair Housing Center found that HSC was helpful 
in getting the servicer to provide a denial notice, for example.216 But, HSC had never 
been helpful in getting a servicer to move a homeowner stuck in a trial modification 
into a permanent modification.217 HSC fails to provide the most needed relief—access to 
loan modifications that homeowners are eligible for—while rubber stamping too many 
decisions.

The experience with HAMP’s limited appeals process demonstrates the need for a rigor-
ous, independent review process for all borrowers in order to improve access for quali-
fied homeowners to loan modifications.

D.  Getting the Details Right Matters

1.  A Single Point of Contact Can Streamline the Loan Modification Process 
When Implemented Correctly

Servicers have long consigned homeowners and their advocates to a recurring phone 
tree nightmare.218 A single point of contact can help cut through this morass.219 The 
experience under HAMP with a single point of contact demonstrates the promises and 
pitfalls of this approach to improving access and accountability for homeowners.

In practice, the HAMP single point of contact220 has helped some homeowners and 
streamlined the modification process. If the designated single point of contact is avail-
able and knowledgeable, the loan modification process is expedited. But homeowners 
who are assigned an incompetent, overwhelmed, or unavailable single point of contact 
are no better off. Phone systems at the major servicers automatically route callers to their 
designated single point of contact once the loan number is entered. Homeowners whose 
phone calls and emails are never returned cannot seek help from a supervisor or alterna-
tive case-manager: as soon as they tell the operator or new case manager what the loan 
number is, they are returned to the same dead-end voicemail box.221

Advocates report that even sympathetic supervisors are unable to break the death grip 
of a single point of contact. One Brooklyn homeowner had three separate single points 
of contact assigned in two months, none of whom returned phone calls. When her attor-
ney tried to escalate the matter at the servicer, the attorney was sent back to the voice 
mail of the single point of contact—even though she had told the escalations team that 
she was calling to complain about the failure of the single point of contact to return 
phone calls.222
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Having a single point of contact without an appeals process, review, or meaningful 
enforcement of minimum standards consigns homeowners to the whims of fate and the 
unfettered discretion of relatively low-level employees at the servicer. As with every-

thing else about HAMP, good intentions are undone 
by misplaced reliance on servicers’ voluntary and 
competent execution of the program. We can build 
more effective and flexible models for single point of 
contact.

2.  Access to Modifications in Bankruptcy 
Can Help Homeowners Address Their 
Full Financial Picture

HAMP has shown that allowing homeowners in 
bankruptcy to access modifications on the same 
terms as other homeowners is critical for the pro-
gram’s success, but that more than explicit rules 
are needed. For the bankruptcy rules as for all 
else under HAMP, servicers have undermined 
well-intentioned and detailed rules through their 
noncompliance.

The HAMP guidelines address several specific cir-
cumstances that often arise for homeowners in bank-
ruptcy, including:223

•	 Homeowners who receive a chapter 7 dis-
charge are not required to reaffirm the mortgage 
debt in order to qualify for HAMP.

•	 Servicers must not object to confirmation 
of a homeowner’s plan, move for relief from the 
automatic stay, or move for dismissal of the chapter 
13 case on the basis that the homeowner is making 
reduced payments under a HAMP trial period plan.

•	 If approval of the modification by the bank-
ruptcy court is necessary, the servicer must work 
with the homeowner or homeowner’s counsel to 
obtain the court’s approval and must extend the trial 
period plan for up to an additional two months, if 
necessary to obtain the court’s approval.

This general policy, permitting modifications 
for homeowners in bankruptcy, is in accord with HAMP’s general prohibition on 
clauses requiring waivers of legal rights and its explicit protection for homeowners in 
litigation.224

Loan Modifications and  
Bankruptcy Issues

bankruptcy provides a mechanism for 
families to address all of their debts at once, 
in an orderly fashion. in both chapter 7 and 

chapter 13 cases, homeowners discharge 
most of their unsecured debts (credit cards, 
medical bills). they emerge from bankruptcy 

with an enhanced capacity to pay secured 
debts, such as mortgage loans. A mortgage 

loan modification is more likely to succeed—
benefiting homeowners and lenders—if the 

homeowner’s overall debt burden is reduced.

bankruptcy can be particularly important 
when the home is also subject to one or 

more junior liens because bankruptcy allows 
the junior liens to be reduced, leaving 

more money available for payments on 
the first lien, and reduces the junior lien 

contemporaneously with the modification 
of the first lien mortgage, instead of after 

the fact, as happens with modifications 
outside of bankruptcy. moreover, 

bankruptcy ensures that the junior liens get 
reduced in order of their priority, reducing 

the potential for junior lien holders to profit 
at the expense of senior lien holders. when 
servicers fail to process loan modifications 

for homeowners in bankruptcy, they 
undermine both the bankruptcy process 

and the loan modification process.
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Despite the HAMP rules, servicers have been reluctant to do loan modifications in bank-
ruptcy. In part, servicers rely on, and are sometimes genuinely confused by, the fact 
that the GSEs have continued to allow servicer discretion when the borrower is in bank-
ruptcy. Freddie Mac has largely brought its guidance into line with the standard HAMP 
guidance, with one exception,225 but Fannie Mae has not. The current Fannie Mae servic-
ing guide still allows servicers to refuse to consider homeowners for GSE-HAMP if the 
homeowner files bankruptcy prior to the trial modification.226

Some servicers have refused to do modifications unless the homeowner reaffirms the 
mortgage debt, even though Congress explicitly permitted mortgages to be serviced in 
bankruptcy without a reaffirmation in amendments to the bankruptcy code in 2005,227 
and even though many bankruptcy judges will not approve reaffirmations.228 HAMP 
explicitly provides that reaffirmations are not required,229 but servicers continue to 
demand them.

Servicers have also refused to do loan modifications for homeowners in bankruptcy, cit-
ing a fear of violating the automatic stay.230 This fear is a phantom. There is no evidence 
that any court has found a servicer in violation of the automatic stay rule by offering 
a homeowner a loan modification. HUD, in guidance to FHA servicers, has explicitly 
recognized that offering a loan modification does not violate the automatic stay or a dis-
charge order.231 Servicers have relied on this pretext in ignoring HAMP’s clear directives 
to provide modifications to borrowers in bankruptcy.232

Treasury has exacerbated the compliance problems by permitting servicers to ignore 
escalations if the homeowner has filed bankruptcy.233 A servicer need only say that the 
homeowner has filed bankruptcy to be excused absolutely from the escalations process, 
even if the complaint raised by the homeowner in escalations is the failure to comply 
with the HAMP rules regarding bankruptcy.

HAMP’s explicit rules regarding bankruptcy are sensible and appropriate. The failure 
of the GSEs to adopt similar rules, and the lack of enforcement of HAMP’s rules, have 
barred many borrowers in bankruptcy from needed and appropriate modifications. 
Future rules must provide both for equal access to modifications for borrowers in bank-
ruptcy and for enforcement of those rules.

3.  Payments on Junior Mortgages and Mortgage Insurance Should Be Included 
in Assessing Affordability

HAMP ignored some of its own lessons on loan modification affordability by ignoring 
the impact of payments for mortgage insurance and for junior mortgages. Future pro-
grams should learn from those limitations of HAMP.

Because the affordability analysis does not include second liens or mortgage insurance 
(which were both, often, key ways to push homeowners into borrowing more than they 
could afford or was sensible), the median monthly housing debt-to-income ratio for 
homeowners who receive HAMP modifications is still 53.3%, after the modifications.234 
Additionally, because second liens were not included in HAMP’s affordability analysis, 
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many homeowners whose total mortgage payment was unaffordable and well in excess 
of 31% were excluded from consideration for a HAMP modification because their first 
mortgage payment alone was less than that.235 Homeowners with mortgage insurance 
may also be excluded from consideration for HAMP modifications because their mortgage 

payments look affordable, even though the payments, 
when combined with mortgage insurance, are not.

Affordability assessments should include all of the 
mortgage debt service, as well as insurance and 
taxes. HAMP’s reach and success in reducing pay-
ments to affordable levels were undercut by HAMP’s 
failure to include all mortgage debt service in afford-
ability assessments. Future loan modification pro-
grams should not make this mistake.

4.  Widows, Orphans, and Divorcees Need 
Streamlined Access to Loan Modifications

Homeowners who have the means to pay a modified 
mortgage payment are routinely denied modifica-
tions after the death or divorce of the obligor on the 
note.236 In September of 2011,237 Treasury adopted 
some protections, but failed to bring servicers into 
compliance with federal law. HAMP shows that 
servicers need explicit guidance if widows, orphans, 
and divorcees are to receive loan modifications. Even 
with the limited guidance provided by Treasury, 
servicers continue to deny loan modifications on 
principal residences to homeowners who succeed 
to the note after the death or divorce of the original 
borrower.

Servicers will usually not recognize the authority 
of a homeowner who is not on the note to modify 
a mortgage. This is the case even where there is a 
divorce decree or probate court order transferring 
responsibility for the mortgage to the homeowner 
who remains in the house. Until the homeowner has 
assumed the note and its responsibilities, servicers 
refuse to allow a modification. But, in a classic Catch-
22, servicers will not allow assumption of the note 

while the mortgage is in default—and the only way to bring the mortgage out of default 
is via a loan modification. The result is often unnecessary and expensive foreclosures, at 
a loss to the investors as well as the homeowners.

Death traps

homeowners, struggling with their grief 
after the death of a spouse or parent, 
often face herculean tasks in order to 
obtain a modification. for example, a 

south brooklyn, new york woman whose 
husband died in 1999 has been attempting 
to negotiate a loan modification with wells 
fargo since 2008. wells, however, refuses 
to discuss a modification because only her 

husband was on the original note.

in another example, bank of America sent 
a deceased indiana homeowner a letter 

denying a loan modification because it had  
received no documents from her (unsur- 

prising, since she had been dead for over 
two years at that point). however, her long-
time partner and co-owner of the home had 

submitted a complete loan modification 
packet and a death certificate numerous 

times. worse, a representative of bank of 
America appeared at the home one day 

and demanded repeatedly to talk with the 
deceased homeowner and refused to talk  

to the remaining co-owner, despite  
her repeated explanation that she was  

the surviving joint tenant and a signatory  
to the note.238
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The federal Garn-St. Germain Act forbids this conduct.239 But only homeowners with 
tenacious attorneys are able to compel modifications after the death or divorce of the 
original obligor. The lack of intelligent and humane oversight of servicers leaves vulner-
able homeowners without an attorney facing foreclosure in situations in which no sane 
person would think a foreclosure was warranted.

We cannot rely on servicers to exercise good judgment. Clear and explicit guidance, in 
full conformity with existing law, must be given to protect the rights of vulnerable.

5.  Trial Modifications Penalize Homeowners and Lead to Conversion Problems

Trial modifications are a failed HAMP innovation. The two-step process under HAMP—
a trial modification followed by conversion to a permanent modification—has given rise 
to a great deal of litigation.240 In theory, the trial modification period should produce 
higher numbers of permanent modifications by reducing the re-default rate, and thus 
increasing the number of homeowners who pass the NPV test. In practice, the two-step 
process has led to needless delay and expense.

During the trial period, interest and fees continue to accrue, at least until the effective 
date of the permanent modification. When there is a delay in conversion, servicers are 
required to waive the difference between the interest 
accrued under the pre-modified terms and the inter-
est accrued under post-modified terms, but there is 
no evidence that servicers actually do this. The inter-
est that accrues during a delay can be significant. For 
instance, a homeowner with a $200,000 mortgage at 
6.5% interest and who makes all of the trial modifica-
tion payments as agreed will end up owing an addi-
tional $1,574.69 in interest during a three-month trial 
modification, even if there is no delay in converting 
the trial modification to a permanent modification.

Homeowners are also penalized by the credit report-
ing mandated by HAMP. Under the HAMP require-
ments, a homeowner who enters a trial modification 
delinquent on her mortgage continues to be reported 
to the credit bureaus as delinquent for the duration 
of the trial modification, even if she is making every 
trial modification payment as agreed.241 The penalty 
is worse for homeowners who are current at the 
time of the modification: while they are reported as 
current, they are also reported as making payments 
under a plan,242 which can result in a hefty down-
grade to their credit.243

These consequences multiply for homeowners when a conversion is delayed, as many 
are. As of October 2012, there were nearly 12,000 HAMP trial modifications that had 

Massachusetts homeowners: 
Multiple, costly trial Plans

A massachusetts couple was approved for 
a trial Period Plan by their servicer, Litton. 
After the homeowners made all three 
payments, Litton sent them a demand 
for over $7,000 in arrearages and fees 
and a foreclosure notice. the couple used 
retirement savings to pay the arrearages 
(and paid a tax penalty for early withdrawal 
from a retirement plan). Litton then sent the 
couple a new trial Period Plan agreement 
with a slightly different monthly payment 
amount. only when the couple hired a 
lawyer, did Litton agree to recalculate a 
year’s worth of payments and remove the 
excess interest charged.
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lasted six months or more, twice the length dictated by HAMP guide-
lines.244 With HAMP’s high rates of success, and low rates of re-default, 
there is really no reason for a two-step process, if the trial modification 
is based on actual, documented income, as the HAMP modifications 
are.

HAMP’s two-step process enables persistent servicer misbehavior.245 
Servicers demand repeated submissions of documents, even after the 
trial plan, and discover new investor restrictions months into the trial 
plan. Servicers routinely place homeowners into multiple, sometimes 
overlapping, trial plans.

Treasury has continued to allow servicers to sign the permanent  
modification agreements after homeowners. The result is that many 
servicers never sign and return to the homeowner the permanent modification agree-
ment. Some servicer representatives have told homeowners that they never sign perma-

nent modifications. Servicers then use their failure 
to return to the homeowner a countersigned copy 
of the HAMP modification as evidence that there 
never was a permanent agreement. Homeowners who 
make every payment required by the trial period plan 
in full and on time have had to resort to litigation to get 
permanent modifications or have servicers recognize 
the permanent modification.246 Homeowners with-
out representation are left facing foreclosure in these 
situations.

In theory, the trial modification period should 
improve access: the re-default rate on permanent 
modifications, entered into after three months of 
timely payments, is surely lower than for permanent 
modifications entered into without a trial period, 
and lower re-default rates tip the scales toward an 

NPV positive result. But the problems in practice with conversion far outweigh marginal 
improvements in the re-default rate.

As a result, trial modifications have become a barrier to obtaining permanent loan modi-
fications. Trial modifications were not common before HAMP. Trial modifications are a 
failed innovation and should be abandoned.

No Permanent Modification, No home 

A new york homeowner who entered into 
a trial modification with chase in January 

2012 made monthly trial modification 
payments of $1,247.93 through october, 
when chase rejected his payment. chase 

never returned any permanent modification 
agreements and has initiated foreclosure 

without explanation.

As of April 2012, 
there were still over 
12,000 hAmP trial 

modifications that had 
lasted six months or 

more, twice the length 
dictated by hAmP 

guidelines.
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6.  Companion Programs to HAMP Are Important for Reaching Homeowners 
for Whom a HAMP Modification Is Not Appropriate

 a. Overview

HAMP helped many people and could have helped more, but no loan modification pro-
gram can help everyone. The Obama administration has introduced various programs 
to fill gaps in HAMP. These companion programs show first steps toward the holistic 
approach needed to address foreclosures.

There are limits to the homeowners that can be helped under any loan modification 
program modeled on HAMP. Homeowners with significant equity in their homes are 
unlikely to pass the NPV test. Unless those homeowners can refinance, they will face 
foreclosure, even though the foreclosure is costly and questionable as a matter of pub-
lic policy. Because unemployment income is excluded from the income calculation 
under HAMP, homeowners experiencing short-term unemployment will not qualify for 
HAMP. (Of course, if the unemployment is in fact short term, what homeowners need is 
not a permanent modification of their loan terms but a temporary forbearance followed 
by a modification based on their income upon re-employment). Some homeowners will 
be unable to make the mortgage payments even after a HAMP modification because of 
subsequent life events, such as death or divorce that reduce household income. Other 
homeowners are not willing or able to remain homeowners and so a modification does 
not make sense.

All of the programs introduced to fill these gaps have potential, but none of these 
approaches, on its own, is an adequate response to the crisis or even for foreclosures in 
ordinary times. The gaps in the coverage offered by HAMP demonstrate what we need, 
beyond modifications, for an effective response to foreclosures.

 b. Homeowners with Equity

HAMP is particularly limited in the relief it can give to borrowers with equity in their 
homes. Our experience with HAMP and the Home Affordable Refinance Program 
(HARP) shows that other models for high-equity homeowners must be developed. 
Seniors, in particular, who have fallen into default should have options available to them 
other than selling their homes.

HARP allows servicers to offer current homeowners a streamlined refinance. It can 
work well for homeowners who have equity in their homes. However, HARP has had 
a limited reach. Refinancing is limited to homeowners who are current, which means 
homeowners who most need a lower payment (or who have defaulted on their servicer’s 
instructions) are excluded.247 HARP also does not by its terms ensure affordability of 
payments. The risk is that even after the benefit of a term extension and rate reduction 
achieved through refinancing, the payment (usually based on a larger principal balance, 
which includes the refinancing costs) may, in fact, not be sustainable for a homeowner 
just scraping by.
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The most fundamental flaw in HARP, however, is the same as HAMP’s fundamental 
flaw: the refinancing decision is left to the servicers. If the servicers would rather fore-
close than refinance, they are free to do so.

Homeowners are left to the mercy of servicers in HARP as surely as they are in HAMP, 
and the result has been unnecessary foreclosures. Seniors are hardest hit by this gap in 
the administration’s response to the crisis, because they are the ones most likely to have 
equity in their homes.

This result is inequitable and short-sighted. Future programs must close this gap.

 c. Unemployed Homeowners

HAMP’s failure to deal equitably and adequately with unemployed borrowers serves as 
a cautionary tale for future programs.

HAMP initially allowed unemployed homeowners to be considered for modifications, 
but then forced all homeowners into short-term forbearance plans.248 HAMP’s compan-
ion Unemployment Program (UP) evolved to offer a long-term forbearance, but still 
failed to address the substantial accumulated arrearages for homeowners.

Forbearance is an ineffective approach on its own. Homeowners who find new work 
after prolonged unemployment generally do so at lower wages than they made before 
the unemployment, not the higher wages necessary to resume regular payments and 
pay off the arrearages.249 Unless forbearance is coupled with other modifications, unem-
ployed homeowners continue to face the prospect of foreclosure for their inability to 
make large lump sum payments upon re-employment.250

In May of 2010, Treasury mandated that homeowners with unem-
ployment income first be evaluated for a forbearance of up to 12 
months (originally, the program only required a forbearance of 
three months to six months, which was less than the median length 
of unemployment in the country at the time).251 Homeowners with 
unemployment income must be evaluated for this forbearance 
instead of a HAMP modification, even if they have other income 
(another wage earner in the family or rental income, for example) 
that would permit payments on a modification and even if their 
prospects for re-employment are slim.

At the end of the 12-month forbearance period, the homeowner 
will have amassed substantial arrears in the mortgage payments, 
plus late fees for each month of the forbearance. Although Trea-
sury requests that servicers enter into payment plans with home-
owners for the arrearages,252 nothing requires that servicers do 
so. Moreover, if the regular mortgage payment, not including any 

extra amount needed to repay the arrears, is less than 31% of the homeowner’s income 
upon reemployment, the homeowner will not be eligible for HAMP. As a result, home-
owners who are re-employed, but not making more than they were before they were 

the administration’s 
unemployment Program 

is a trap for the 
unemployed. A better 

model would incorporate 
low-cost loans to enable 

unemployed home-
owners to repay the 

arrearages without paying 
a large lump sum.
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unemployed, are likely to face foreclosure based on the arrearages accumulated during 
the 12-month forbearance. The administration’s UP is a trap for the unemployed.

A better model would incorporate low-cost loans to enable unemployed homeowners 
to repay the arrearages without paying a large lump sum. Such a model has existed in 
Pennsylvania’s Homeowners Emergency Mortgage Assistance Program (HEMAP) for 
decades. Over the course of its existence, HEMAP has made money for the state while 
saving thousands of homes.253 The federal Emergency Homeowners Loan Program254 
was stymied in replicating the success of the HEMAP program through its limited dura-
tion, its rushed roll out, and its lack of coordinated outreach.

HAMP has been inadequate to meet the needs of unemployed homeowners. We should 
learn from this experience to think more boldly about appropriate relief for temporarily 
unemployed homeowners.

 d. Homeowners Who Experience Subsequent Hardship

HAMP has failed homeowners who experience a subsequent hardship after receiving a 
modification. The limited response of HAMP to this failure, through HAMP Tier II mod-
ifications, acknowledges the problem without answering it. Future programs should, 
from their inception, build in a plan for addressing fairly and appropriately hardship 
that occurs after the loan modification is entered into.

The HAMP Tier II modifications allow homeowners who do not qualify for HAMP or 
who have failed a HAMP modification a second bite at the apple. This is necessary and 
appropriate. Where there is a positive NPV test and a willing homeowner, it will seldom 
make economic sense to foreclose. In the many cases where the HAMP failure is caused 
by the death of a family member or subsequent unemployment, failing to offer a new 
modification punishes homeowners who have done nothing wrong.

Yet, the HAMP Tier II modifications have even fewer protections for homeowners than 
regular HAMP modifications. Nothing in the Administration’s guidance even requires 
solicitation of homeowners for HAMP Tier II modifications.255 This is a further weaken-
ing of the already lax oversight under HAMP. Nor are there meaningful protections for 
affordability: the homeowner’s debt-to-income ratio can range as high as 42%.256 HAMP 
Tier II’s combination of elevated interest rates (compared to HAMP) and forced princi-
pal forbearance means that many homeowners will face large balloon payments at the 
end of their notes or earlier, if they wish to sell or refinance. Homeowners who fail a 
HAMP modification due to a change in circumstances should be evaluated for another 
HAMP modification.

Homeowners for whom a HAMP modification is too expensive, whether from the get-
go, or after entering into the HAMP modification, should be evaluated for a loan modifi-
cation with a lower payment, even if this means that the ratio of the modified mortgage 
payment to the homeowner’s income is less than 31%. Homeowners with low incomes 
are particularly likely to face this problem after incurring substantial medical bills or 
other back-end debt.257
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We have learned from HAMP that mainline, standard HAMP modifications are extraor-
dinarily successful. We should extend those lessons even to those homeowners who 
cannot pay on their modifications due to a subsequent reduction in income. This issue 
is of particular importance because the HAMP Tier II program was imported from the 
GSE Standard Loan Modification regime—an approach that will remain as the primary 
approach to GSE modification after HAMP expires, unless a change is made.

 e. Homeowners for Whom a Modification Is Not Appropriate

HAMP acknowledges through the Home Affordable Foreclosure Alternatives (HAFA) 
program that protections are needed even for those homeowners for whom an exit from 
homeownership makes the most sense.258 HAFA’s limited implementation reflects ser-
vicer noncompliance more than fundamental weaknesses in the program.

A loan modification is simply not appropriate for some homeowners. Some homeown-
ers did buy more house than they could afford or have insufficient income or other 
resources to maintain homeownership. Some homeowners wish to exit homeownership 
in order to relocate for work or family. These homeowners deserve the opportunity to 
have a dignified and orderly transition from homeownership.

HAFA is a sensible response to this problem. It provides for short sales or deeds-in-
lieu of foreclosure, with small payments to homeowners that may be used to pay down 
junior lien holders or help with moving expenses. These payments have long been stan-
dard in foreclosures, and indeed the payments under HAFA are several thousand dol-
lars lower than what advocates report servicers routinely offered pre-HAFA.

The short sale provisions are helpful, as they require the servicer to identify up front 
what is an acceptable sales price for the home. This assists homeowners and their real-
tors in negotiating a sales price, and prevents the chaos engendered by a servicer’s 
refusal to respond to a short sale offer in a timely fashion.259 HAFA also promotes funda-
mental fairness by requiring servicers to waive any deficiency judgment against home-
owners in exchange for negotiating the short sale or deed-in-lieu of foreclosure. (Again, 
this waiver of deficiency was standard before the current crisis).

The problem is that there is no enforcement mechanism for HAFA. Advocates report 
that homeowners are routinely steered out of HAFA into non-HAFA short sales and 
deeds-in-lieu, where homeowners are forced to negotiate for all of the protections 
afforded under HAFA. Indeed, non-HAFA short sales and deeds-in-lieu vastly outnum-
ber HAFA short sales and deeds-in-lieu, with nearly as many non-HAFA short sales and 
deeds-in-lieu being done in a single quarter as HAFA short sales and deeds-in-lieu have 
been done since its inception.260

Future guidelines, again, cannot take servicer compliance for granted and must build in 
enforcement mechanisms, even for those homeowners who are destined to surrender 
their homes.
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iV. APPLying the Lessons of hAmP to the future

A. The Federal Agencies Must Act

This report focuses on HAMP—its successes, its potential, and its pitfalls. HAMP is the 
most detailed, most recent, and in many ways strongest example from which future ser-
vicing rules can be developed. However, it failed to achieve its potential because it relied 
on servicers’ competence and good will. Systemic risk was introduced through this mis-
placed reliance. Treasury tolerated servicer evasion of HAMP’s requirements. Voluntary 
contracts with minimal oversight left loopholes through which poured billions of dollars 
of home equity, never to be recovered.

Incentives as the primary tool for servicing compliance have not worked.261 Mandates 
are required. HAMP’s basic structure—affordable loan modifications available accord-
ing to a standardized protocol—must be extended to the entire marketplace. Treasury’s 
assumption that servicers, left to their own devices, will do the right thing, cannot serve 
as the foundation for future policy.

Mortgage servicing that meets the needs of homeowners, communities, and investors—
and not simply of the mortgage servicers themselves—will require 
clear, sensible rules and rigorous enforcement. That requires lead-
ership. A set of rules pegged to the least-common denominator of 
varied agency positions will fail to deliver needed reform.

To date, all of the federal agencies, not just Treasury, have failed 
to act aggressively to contain the crisis. The Office of the Comp-
troller of the Currency has deferred to servicers and their hired 
consultants to determine where proper corrective action should be 
taken to remedy unprecedented findings of illegal activity by the 
servicers.262 The federal-state Attorney General settlement includes 
a strong beginning to servicing standards, but it does not have per-
manent or industry-wide reach and falls short in its treatment of 
dual tracking during foreclosure and enforcement provisions for 
homeowners. As of this writing, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) has 
issued proposed rules to address servicing failures263 that are utterly inadequate.264

The CFPB is well positioned to issue strong national mortgage servicing standards that 
apply to the entire market and are enforceable by homeowners. The CFPB’s jurisdic-
tion over servicers and its powers of enforcement and rulewriting under the Truth in 
Lending Act and the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (RESPA) provide it with the 
authority to establish national servicing standards.265 In fact, Congress recently amended 
RESPA to explicitly incorporate foreclosure avoidance.266 The CFPB also has a mandate 
under the Dodd-Frank Act to prohibit mortgage lenders from making loans that borrow-
ers cannot repay. If it adopts strong rules, there will be fewer loans in the future in need 
of modification, so the demand for loss mitigation will decrease.

If the CFPB does not move aggressively, other agencies should take the lead. Other 
agencies could act, either in the interagency process underway or through separate 

the cfPb is well 
positioned to issue 
strong national mortgage 
servicing standards that 
apply to the entire market 
and are enforceable by 
homeowners.
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guidance covering the servicers they oversee. All of the agencies must move swiftly to 
incorporate servicing standards in their exams. Regardless of which agency takes the 
lead, the time for action is now.

B. A Roadmap for the Future: Creating a Better Loan Modification Program

The failures of HAMP have occurred despite the fact that the loan modifications pro-
vided under HAMP are helpful. Indeed, as discussed in pages 15–25, HAMP modifica-
tions have been astonishingly successful on an individual basis.

HAMP’s large failures have been programmatic. They include:

•	Lack of universality: The market is a patchwork of HAMP, HAMP-lite programs, and 
non-participants in HAMP;

•	Excessive complexity and inefficiency: The patchwork of programs contains many loop-
holes, lacks transparency, and fails to stop foreclosures during consideration of loan 
modifications; and

•	Reliance on servicers’ voluntary operation of the HAMP program: Enforcement has been 
lax and homeowners have no direct means to enforce servicer obligations.

These problems are not inherent features of HAMP or any loan modification program. 
All are correctable if policymakers have the will to do so.

What then, have we learned from HAMP? Strong servicing rules will make the market 
more efficient while providing access to fair servicing to the broadest swath of home-
owners. Servicing in general should be geared toward loan performance and sustained 
homeownership, not only for the benefit of servicers.

Structural incentives, including how servicers are paid, should serve these ends. Pay-
ments to servicers should promote servicing—both before and after default—that results 
in performing loans, sustainable loan modifications where consistent with investor inter-
ests, and the promotion of a fee structure free of abuse and opportunism.

Servicers have demonstrated amply that, without rules and enforcement of those rules, 
they will put their own interests first, to the detriment of homeowners, investors, and 
the national economy. The government must set and enforce standards for loan modifi-
cation, but need not take over the role of the private sector. A loan modification program 
run by the government would likely be unwieldy. Transferring homeowners in default 
to a government-run, isolated program could create even worse servicing, as well as 
multiplying the opportunities for bureaucratic bungling. A similar result has ensued 
with government-insured Federal Home Administration (FHA) loans, whose modifica-
tion rates (and results) are far worse than those obtained under HAMP.267

While this report and the following recommendations focus on the core servicing task of 
loss mitigation, reform of other servicer duties, including collection and application of 
payments and administration of fees and insurance, also are sorely in need of attention. 
An overview of proposals in these areas is included in the Appendix.
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C. The Five Core Principles of Strong National Servicing Standards

1.  Efficiency: Loan Modification Evaluations Should Be Standardized, 
Universally Applicable to All Loans and Servicers, and Mandatory for All 
Loans Before the Foreclosure Process Can Go Forward

 a. Universal Rules Simplify Compliance and Improve Transparency

National servicing rules should apply as a baseline to all loans, regardless of who is 
the holder, the originator, or the servicer. All homeowners facing hardship should be 
offered loan modifications, whenever the modification will produce more income for the 
investor than foreclosure. Requiring all market participants to modify loans, following 
the same procedures, would obviate needless confusion and delay. Government-insured 
loans should have as a floor the same standards as all other loans, although additional 
protections for these loans made to vulnerable populations using taxpayer subsidies are 
appropriate.

 b.  Uniform, Standard Rules Promote Cost Savings and Efficiency

If homeowners can assess, before applying, whether they are likely to qualify for a 
modification and what the terms of that modification are, the costs of modifications are 
reduced for everyone: servicers have fewer requests to process, investors are likely to see 
expedited processing of both modifications and foreclosures, and homeowners can con-
serve precious time and money through their informed election. But homeowners can 
only make these assessments if they know in advance what the characteristics and quali-
fications of a possible modification would be and can evaluate the terms without fear of 
fine print or other “gotchas.”

If implemented, standardized loan modifications save servicers money. Standardized 
loan modifications reduce staffing costs (one of servicers’ largest costs).268 Fewer staff 
with lower levels of training and expertise should be required for standardized loan 
modifications.

Five Principles for National Loan Modification Mortgage Standards

1. Efficiency: Loan modification evaluations 
should be standardized, universally 
applicable to all loans and servicers, 
and mandatory for all loans before the 
foreclosure process can go forward.

2. Affordability: Loan modification  
terms must be affordable, fair, and 
sustainable.

3. Accessibility: hardship must be defined to 
reflect the range of challenges homeowners 
face.

4. Accountability: transparency and 
accountability throughout the loan 
modification process are essential.

5. Enforceability: homeowners must be 
protected from servicers’ noncompliance.
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A standardized loan modification process promotes transparency and fairness. Without 
standardized loan modifications, homeowners remain heavily dependent on skilled 
and connected advocates, who rely as much on their Rolodexes as on their substantive 
knowledge in order to obtain results for their clients. A standardized loan modification 
process also means that homeowners in remote rural areas have the same access to mod-
ifications as homeowners in urban areas.

 c.  Loan Modification Reviews Should Be Done Prior to the Initiation of 
Foreclosure

Homeowners should be reviewed for a modification prior to the initiation of a foreclo-
sure and before any foreclosure-related fees are incurred. Loan modification review 
prior to foreclosure reduces fees, expedites processing, and reduces the opportunities 
for error. Processing loan modifications and foreclosures at the same time inevitably 
leads to accidental foreclosures and accompanying high financial and emotional tolls on 
homeowners. Once the foreclosure train leaves the station, even high-level bank officials 
may not be able to stop it.269 Additionally, the foreclosure-related fees tacked on as the 
foreclosure proceeds can disqualify a homeowner from eligibility for a modification.

This is not an open-ended or indefinite proscription. Servicers need 
only process loan modification applications diligently in order to be 
able to process foreclosures expeditiously. Servicers should be free 
to initiate the foreclosure as soon as they complete the full review, 
including any attendant request for review from the homeowner. 
If the national servicing standards provide specific guidance and 
timelines for outreach, the result should be a faster loan modification 
application and review process. Servicers should be allowed to initi-
ate foreclosure where outreach has been completed and no modifica-
tion request is in process.

 d.  Foreclosures in Process Should Be Stayed for Modification 
Requests

Dual track servicing, discussed in pages 33–35, results in unneces-
sary foreclosures at great expense to both investors and homeown-
ers. Stopping a sale alone, as HAMP does for modification requests 
received after the foreclosure is underway, is insufficient to prevent 
wrongful foreclosures. Servicers should be encouraged to complete 
all modification reviews before the initiation of a foreclosure. Where 
a modification request is received after a foreclosure is initiated, 
whether the foreclosure is judicial or nonjudicial, servicers must be 
required to stay the foreclosure proceeding until after the comple-
tion of the foreclosure review. Any scheduled foreclosure sale should 

be cancelled, with no further sale scheduled until the review process has been com-
pleted. The risks associated with dual tracking only increase with the initiation of the 
foreclosure.

At a minimum, and in all 
cases, where investors, 

homeowners, and society 
at large all lose money on 

a foreclosure, servicers 
must make every attempt 

to modify rather than 
foreclose. we tolerate 

foreclosures as the 
price of credit, and in 

the name of protecting 
investment. where 

investors also lose money 
on the foreclosure, there 

is no justification for 
proceeding with them. 
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In most cases, the costs of putting a foreclosure on hold are minimal. To the extent there 
are costs, they create a positive incentive for servicers to do good outreach before fore-
closure and to review any subsequent loan modification request expeditiously.

While the settlement reached by the Department of Justice and state Attorneys Gen-
eral with the five largest servicers incorporates key dual-track protections needed for 
homeowners not yet in foreclosure,270 national standards should move beyond the 
settlement’s permissive attitude towards foreclosures already in progress at the time the 
servicer receives the application. Staying all foreclosures and forbidding the scheduling 
of sales during the pendency of a loan modification review would encourage servicers to 
expedite their reviews, rather than delaying them, and would provide transparency and 
fairness to homeowners. Such a rule can be established without requiring servicers to 
restart foreclosures. California’s recent Homeowner Bill of Rights presents an excellent 
model for approaching this issue.271

 e.  Modifications Should Be Offered to Homeowners Facing Hardship 
Whenever It Would Provide a Benefit to the Investor over a Foreclosure

One of the lessons of HAMP is that investors can reduce losses by modifying loans and 
that a modification program with a net present value (NPV) test can both increase modi-
fications and protect investors (see pages 16–17). Servicers should be required to offer 
the loan modifications to qualified homeowners facing hardship whenever the investor 
will profit more from a loan modification than from foreclosure.

Foreclosures blight entire communities, dragging down home values,272 increasing 
crime,273 and draining municipal coffers. Given the large social cost of foreclosures, and 
the role of industry overreaching in creating the current crisis, there are strong argu-
ments that loans should be modified even if the modification is not more profitable than 
foreclosure for the investor. But, at a minimum, and in all cases, where investors, home-
owners, and society at large all lose money on a foreclosure, servicers must make every 
attempt to modify rather than foreclose. We tolerate foreclosures as the price of credit, 
and in the name of protecting investment. Where investors also lose money on the fore-
closure, there is no justification for proceeding with them.

2. Affordability: Loan Modifications Must Be Affordable, Fair, And Sustainable

 a. Loan Modification Payments Must Be Affordable

HAMP’s key innovation has been requiring that all modified payments, including prin-
cipal, interest, taxes, property insurance, and assessments, be reduced to 31% percent of 
the homeowner’s gross income. The result of HAMP’s affordable loan modifications has 
been dramatically lower re-default rates,274 which benefit both homeowners and inves-
tors. Future loan modification rules should continue this innovation.

 b. Modifications Should Maximize Principal Reduction

Principal reductions are an important part of any successful foreclosure mitigation pro-
gram. Re-default rates drop as principal reductions increase.275 Investors have called 
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repeatedly for modifications with principal reductions for underwater borrowers.276 
Evaluation for principal reduction should be included in all loan modification evalu-
ations. National servicing standards must mandate principal reduction modifications 
where they produce a positive NPV for all investors, including Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac. Where they do not, reductions can be encouraged and forbearance should be available.

Part of maximizing principal reduction is maximizing interest rate reductions. The more 
the interest rate is reduced, the faster the homeowner’s payments will reduce the princi-
pal. Future loan modification programs should follow HAMP in mandating deep inter-
est rate reductions, and requiring that those interest rate reductions be calculated before 
term extensions or principal forbearance. Term extension and principal forbearance may 
provide homeowners with immediate payment relief, but both push those payments out 
into the future. The result is homeowners who are underwater will remain underwater 
longer, and the risk of re-default will remain elevated.

 c. Tax Consequences Should Be Addressed Clearly

HAMP’s system of spreading principal reductions over multiple years complicates tax 
reporting, obfuscates potential tax liability, and effectively vitiates existing federal law 
protecting homeowners from tax consequences when they receive a principal reduction 
on their mortgage.277

Future modification rules must take account of tax consequences to homeowners in their 
design. Homeowners of limited means should be protected from adverse tax conse-
quences and reporting should be simplified for all homeowners.

 d. Modifications Must Be Permanent

Modifications based on documented and verified income should be permanent at incep-
tion. Trial modifications multiply paperwork and opportunities for error (see pages 
45–46). If a homeowner fails to make payments under a modification, then the modifica-
tion will, of course, be terminated. But homeowners should not be held captive to new 
and capricious demands by servicers in order to make a trial modification permanent, 
nor are the administrative challenges servicers face in implementing a two-step process 
necessary.

Similarly, the terms of a modification should not be subject to later variation. The 
terms—interest rate, forbearance, principal reduction, and monthly payment—should 
be fixed and not subject to later market changes. Payment shock was at least part of 
the current mortgage crisis; it should not be replicated in modifications.278 Permanent 
modifications allow all parties to the modification to adjust their financial expectations 
accordingly. Homeowners need and deserve the stability of fixed and predictable pay-
ments. Investors can rely on the NPV test at the time of the original modification to 
assess their risk without the uncertainty of a new calculation in a few years.
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 e. Waiver Should Be Forbidden in Modifications

HAMP rules forbid waivers, but some servicers have continued to insist that entering 
into a modification waives legal rights.279 There is no reason to authorize servicers to 
require a get out of jail free card from homeowners in order to process a loan modifica-
tion that is in the best financial interests of the investors. Permitting such waivers will 
encourage abusive servicer behavior and will impede loan modification processing for 
homeowners sophisticated enough to seek legal counsel.

HAMP’s great victory was in creating standard loan modifications that homeowners 
could, at least in theory, apply for and get on their own, without lawsuits or litigation. 
Permitting a waiver undermines this system and requires the reintroduction of legal 
counsel in every loan modification case, with case-by-case negotiations as to the extent 
of the waiver and the nature of the loan modification. Such a system produces few loan 
modifications, at great cost to investors, homeowners, and society at large.

3.  Accessibility: Hardship Must Be Defined to Reflect the Range of Challenges 
Homeowners Face

 a.  Additional Modifications Should Be Available Whenever the Homeowner 
Faces Subsequent Hardship

Even after a loan modification is done successfully and is performing, a homeowner may 
still become disabled, lose a job, or suffer the death of a spouse. Foreclosing on homes 
where homeowners have suffered an involuntary drop in income without evaluating the 
feasibility of a further modification is punitive to homeowners already suffering a loss 
and does not serve the interests of investors. Some servicers already provide modifica-
tions upon re-default as part of their loss mitigation programs. This approach should be 
standard and mandated.

HAMP Tier II adopts this approach in part, but it does so by funneling homeowners to 
less desirable and less sustainable modifications, at significantly higher debt-to-income 
ratios. One of the key lessons of HAMP is that payment reduction and affordability 
matter.280 Offering homeowners experiencing hardship through no fault of their own 
inferior modifications serves neither homeowners nor investors well. Moreover, it 
undermines one of the central victories of HAMP: standard and comparable loan modi-
fications offered to all eligible homeowners.

 b. Bankruptcy Should Not Be a Bar to Modification

National servicing standards should, like the revised HAMP guidelines, explicitly pro-
vide that servicers must evaluate modifications even for homeowners in bankruptcy.

Servicers should be required, upon receipt of notice of a bankruptcy filing, to send infor-
mation to the homeowner’s counsel indicating that a loan modification may be available. 
Upon request by the homeowner and working through the homeowner’s counsel, ser-
vicers should offer appropriate loan modifications prior to discharge or dismissal, or at 
any time during the pendency of a chapter 13 bankruptcy, without requiring relief from 
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the automatic stay, and, in the case of a chapter 7 bankruptcy, without requiring reaffir-
mation of the debt. If the homeowner is not represented by counsel, information relating 
to the availability of a loan modification should be provided to the homeowner with a 
copy to the bankruptcy trustee.

Additionally, payment rules under national servicing standards should take into 
account the fact that payments may be passed through the bankruptcy trustee, rather 
than directly from homeowner to servicer. There is often an initial lag in passing the 
payments from the bankruptcy trustee to the servicer. Homeowners should not be 
penalized for a delay over which they have no control and which is occasioned solely by 
their exercise of their right to file bankruptcy.

Finally, the modification documents should explicitly state that a homeowner in bank-
ruptcy is not reaffirming personal liability for the mortgage debt.

 c.  Provisions Must Be Made for Homeowners with Junior Liens and Others for 
Whom a Thirty-One Percent Monthly Mortgage Payment Is Not Affordable

HAMP’s definition of affordability serves many homeowners well. But for some home-
owners, first lien mortgage payments at 31% of their income are not affordable. These 
homeowners will not qualify for a HAMP modification, but are so burdened by other 
debt or have so little residual income that they cannot afford the mortgage payment. The 
other debt may be a junior mortgage or high medical bills. These homeowners still need 
mortgage modifications even if their existing mortgage payment looks “affordable” in 
isolation. HAMP’s definition of affordability leaves these homeowners without redress 
and blocks loan modifications that would benefit investors.

Future programs should include second liens in the initial affordability calculation, as 
HAMP does not, and require a proportional writedown of the second lien, similar to 
HAMP’s provisions for junior lien modifications. The current system relies on servicers 
to identify and process eligible homeowners for the writedown of junior liens. This sys-
tem does not work. Homeowners must be able to apply for it; they cannot be left in the 
blind maw of the servicers’ computer systems waiting for an offer.

Additionally, for those homeowners, primarily the disabled or elderly with high medical 
expenses, for whom payments even at thirty-one percent are not affordable, accommo-
dations must be made. Monthly payments below 31% that are NPV positive should be 
offered. HAMP Tier II takes a step in this direction by allowing payments to go as low 
as 25% of gross income, but the payments under HAMP Tier II are not tied to any mea-
sure of affordability. While some homeowners may be helped to affordable payments by 
HAMP Tier II, it is likely to be by accident not design. To match and improve on the suc-
cess of HAMP Tier I loan modifications, post-modification payments must be affordable.

Some have argued that a broader measure of affordability than the current one would 
mean that first lien mortgage holders would take the hit for the overreaching lending of 
junior mortgage holders and other creditors. Requiring contemporaneous and propor-
tional writedowns of junior liens with the modification of the first mortgage mitigates 
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this tradeoff. But more fundamentally providing for sustainable loan modifications 
benefits first lien holders. Lower overall debt burden leads to better debt payment.281 
Investors in first lien mortgages will benefit from deeper modifications that ensure 
affordability.

One of the reasons that HAMP succeeded to the extent that it did is that it provided loan 
modifications based on economics, not fault. If fault had been the criterion, there would 
have been plenty to go around, and it would not have fallen just on junior mortgage 
lenders. The judicial system is available to grant remedies based on the overreaching 
that left so many homeowners facing foreclosure. Strong prospective rules against irre-
sponsible lending will be far more effective than denial of loan modifications as a means 
of preventing future overreaching by junior mortgage lenders.

 d.  Surviving Family Members and Divorced Spouses Should Have Access to a 
Modification on the Same Terms as Other Homeowners

Servicers routinely block modifications when family members seek to assume the mort-
gage in order to remain in their primary residence.282 But if a modification in those circum-
stances passes the NPV test, there is no reason not to allow it. Treasury recognized this in 
requiring servicers to evaluate homeowners in these circumstances for a modification.283 
Treasury’s language stopped short of compliance with existing law, however, which gen-
erally provides a right for the surviving family member to assume the mortgage, including 
any access to a mortgage modification.284 Common sense dictates that where a home-
owner wishes to assume the mortgage and modify the loan, and such modification will 
provide an NPV positive return to the investor, there is no reason not to allow it.

 e.  Unemployed Homeowners Must Have Access to Appropriate Assistance, 
Whether Loan Modifications, Forbearance, or Bridge Loans with Which to  
Cure Arrearages

Government relief for unemployed homeowners, whether through HAMP, HAMP’s 
companion Unemployment Program (UP), which offers only forbearance without close 
controls on how to count for the run-up in arrears, or the Emergency Homeowner’s 
Loan Program administered by HUD, which had limited participation, failed to take into 
account the scale and nature of the unemployment crisis in this country. The govern-
ment’s failure to provide adequate assistance to unemployed homeowners exacerbated 
the crisis, creating a feedback loop that then pushed unemployment higher.285

Homeowners facing unemployment or under-employment should be evaluated for a 
loan modification, taking into consideration their remaining sources of income. Where 
their other income is adequate to support a loan modification that meets the net present 
value test, those homeowners should be offered a loan modification before forbearance. 
In general, unemployment income should be considered, if it is expected to last for at 
least 12 months. Including unemployment income is a proxy for the possibility that the 
homeowner will return to work and not need as deep a modification. Including unem-
ployment income will mean more modifications are made, and that investors recover 
more per modification (because the monthly payments will be higher). Unemployed 
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homeowners who do not qualify for a loan modification should be offered forbearance 
coupled with low-interest loans to cure the arrearages.

Any comprehensive approach to preventing unnecessary foreclosures must address 
assistance for unemployed homeowners, both in obtaining modifications, where appro-
priate, and providing forbearance and assistance curing arrearages, where modifications 
are not appropriate.

 f.  Document Submission Should Be Simple and Intelligible to All Homeowners, 
Including Homeowners with Limited Literacy in English

Any electronic portal available to advocates for homeowners should be available to 
housing counselors and attorneys. Homeowners themselves also need direct access to 
document-tracking. In many parts of the United States there are no HUD-approved 
counseling agencies and even where such agencies exist, there are not enough housing 
counselors to meet the demand. Electronic document submission and tracking cannot be 
mandatory for homeowners, however. The digital divide remains real286 and homeowners 

should not be required to cart their sensitive financial records to the 
local public library, ask for help scanning them (provided such ser-
vices are available at the public library), and then begin, in a public 
place, the cumbersome process of uploading documents.

One of the weaknesses of HAMP is in its failure to provide equal 
access to homeowners whose native language is not English.287 Official 
translation services and translated documents would enhance access to 
loan modifications and reduce the incidence of fraud. Translated docu-
ments and translation services should be available to homeowners.

4.  Accountability: Transparency and Accountability 
Throughout the Loan Modification Process Are Essential

 a.  Minimum Standards of Outreach Are Necessary

Standards for minimally acceptable levels of outreach, akin to the detailed requirements 
of HAMP, should be set forth. Such requirements protect against the teenager who hits 
delete on the answering machine and the mail that is not delivered, and provide a buffer 
for the family dealing with the chaos occasioned by a major illness or unemployment. 
Such requirements also give the servicer clear guidelines on when a foreclosure can be 
initiated after adequate loss mitigation outreach.

 b. Homeowners Need an Effective Single Point of Contact

Federal law should require that mortgage servicers provide homeowners with contact 
information for a real person with the information and authority to answer questions 
and fully resolve issues related to loss mitigation activities for the loan. This single point 
of contact must, however, give the homeowner an out; homeowners need to be able to 
contact supervisors when something goes wrong and be assured of coverage when their 
single point of contact is unavailable.

one of the weaknesses 
of hAmP is in its failure 
to provide equal access 
to homeowners whose 

native language is  
not english.
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 c.  The Net Present Value Inputs and Outputs Should Be Provided to the 
Homeowner

Servicers should use a standard net present value (NPV) test, available to the public. A 
standardized NPV test ensures that servicers are modifying loans where and when they 
should. Only by providing baseline standards for the NPV test can policymakers be 
assured that servicers do not game the system by overvaluing foreclosure. A standard-
ized NPV test provides certainty for homeowners and investors that the servicer is act-
ing as an honest broker.

Public availability of the standard NPV test would enhance accountability and transpar-
ency, and make it easier for homeowners to obtain the modifications for which they do 
qualify. Without it, servicer claims that a homeowner does not qualify for a modifica-
tion are not verifiable. Several states and localities require that foreclosure mediation 
programs use the FDIC’s Loan Mod in a Box spreadsheet to determine whether a loan 
modification should occur or not. 288 Housing counselors often use it as well. Access to 
the actual NPV test would provide more efficient results rather than an approximation. 
Without access to the actual NPV calculation, homeowners, judges, and mediators are 
left without any means to resolve eligibility disputes.

Servicers should supply homeowners denied a modification with all of the test inputs as 
well as the numerical result of the test. Homeowners often find, when the NPV inputs are 
revealed, that there are gross inaccuracies in the numbers. Revealing the numbers at the 
time of denial expedites review and reduces unnecessary disputes. Providing output num-
bers will help homeowners assess whether an error seems likely to change the outcome.

 d.  The Amount of the Unpaid Principal Balance and its Components Must Be 
Disclosed

Servicers should be required to disclose the components of the unpaid principal balance, 
affording homeowners a chance to correct discrepancies. Disputes over the amount 
included in the capitalization of arrears are legion. Servicers frequently present the 
homeowner with an unpaid principal balance that is thousands or tens of thousands of 
dollars more than the homeowner’s records indicate it should be. Inflated principal bal-
ances line servicers’ pockets at the expense of both homeowners and investors.

 e.  Denials Should Include Documentation of Relevant Investor Restrictions

In the rare cases where pre-existing contracts with investors forbid modifications,289 
servicers should be, as they are under HAMP, required to make efforts to obtain waiv-
ers and to document those attempts. Denials based on restrictions imposed by investors 
should include documentation of the relevant investor contracts and correspondence, 
including servicer efforts to obtain exceptions. Providing homeowners documentation 
of the basis of the investor denial will expedite dispute resolution and provide a power-
ful incentive for servicers to check their facts before issuing a denial based on investor 
restrictions.
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 f.  Banking Agencies Should Incorporate Review of the Loan Modification 
Process, Including Compliance with Timelines, into Regular Exams

Regular exams have long been used to address safety and soundness concerns. The 
failure to process loan modifications appropriately is not only a matter of fundamen-
tal fairness to homeowners and investors but a safety and soundness concern. Review 
of servicers’ performance under national servicing standards, including timelines for 
review and response, should be incorporated into regular exams.

 g.  Data Collection and Reporting Are Essential

Despite their central role in the debate over foreclosures, few data are publicly avail-
able on the nature or extent of loan modifications, or who receives them. This informa-
tion should be available by servicer at the census tract level. Loan modifications are too 
important to leave concealed from public debate.

There are many paths to such public disclosure. Disclosures could either be modeled 
after, or to some extent included in, the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act, whose param-
eters for mandated disclosure are currently under review at the CFPB. Both the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and the CFPB are currently tasked 
with developing a foreclosure database and should move to implement it quickly.290 
Data on servicer performance are being collected under the settlement between 49 state 
Attorneys General, the Department of Justice, and five major servicers, and that data set 
may provide a useful test run for more universal data collection and reporting.

At a minimum, in order to maintain public confidence, support constructive policy mak-
ing, and promote accountability, the following data are essential:

•	Timing as to when homeowners first inquire about loan modifications, where in the 
foreclosure process homeowners are when they inquire about loan modifications, 
and when loan modification applications are received, in part to monitor dual track 
violations

•	Actual time to process the loan modification

•	Number of times homeowners resubmit documents

•	Race, ethnicity, preferred language, age, and gender of homeowners

•	Whether loan is held in portfolio or investor owned

•	Census tract of loan

•	Whether original loan is above or below the Federal Reserve Board’s higher-priced 
mortgage threshold

•	Whether the loan had been previously modified, and the terms of those 
modifications

•	Terms of the modified loans, including interest rate, principal forbearance, principal 
reduction, amortization, and capitalized arrearages and fees

•	NPV values for both modified and loans for which a modification was denied
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•	Principal balance and loan valuation for properties, including whether the valuation 
was an appraisal or a broker price opinion or produced via an automated valuation 
method

•	Detailed reporting on reasons for denial

Data should be collected and reported both for homeowners who applied and were 
rejected and homeowners who received temporary or permanent modifications. Data 
must be reported by servicer and verified for accuracy. Servicers should face conse-
quences for major gaps or errors in reporting.

Collection of this data supports efficiency, by making sure servicers in fact process loan 
modifications efficiently, accessibility, and affordability, as well as providing necessary 
tools for accountability and enforceability.

5.  Enforceability: Homeowners Must Be Protected from Servicers’ 
Noncompliance

 a.  Homeowners Need an Effective Third-Party Appeals Process

Servicers should conduct independent reviews of modification decisions in-house. In 
addition, there should be a government-funded appeals process available to homeown-
ers denied modifications, modeled on the federal Taxpayer Advocate Service.291 The 
review process should be responsive and speedy. Homeowners should not be foreclosed 
upon while they are awaiting the results of an appeal.

 b.  A Servicer’s Violation of Servicing Standards Should Constitute a Defense 
to a Foreclosure

Servicing standards, including rules on loan modifications, must elicit compliance in 
order to be meaningful. Servicers should not be allowed to routinely violate servic-
ing standards and deprive families of their homes. Rules without enforcement do not 
change industry practice and can even serve to ratify illegal industry practices.

For example, the failure to enforce HAMP’s standards had cascading effects. When the 
OCC settled with the largest bank servicers, it created a framework for remediation.292 
In setting the terms of compensation, the OCC looked to whether the homeowner would 
be likely to recover damages in court.293 Because HAMP is not privately enforceable, 
the OCC decided that servicers who denied a HAMP modification to an eligible bor-
rower who lost her home in a subsequent foreclosure only needed to pay the former 
homeowner $5,000, a small fraction of the $125,000 servicers were required to pay if they 
foreclosed after granting a trial modification.294 Courts could, in turn, rely on the OCC’s 
framework to affirm that the failure to follow HAMP rules is not a compensable injury, 
making even harder the already hard task of holding servicers to account in court and 
further rewarding servicers for not following the HAMP rules. HAMP’s lax enforcement 
scheme eroded even attempts to hold servicers accountable for wrongdoing and provide 
compensation to homeowners.
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Rules with enforcement do change outcomes. Where homeowners have even a modest 
ability to challenge the servicer’s failure to consider a loan modification before foreclosure, 
as they do in court-supervised mediation programs, rates of loan modifications increase. 
(See chart 8 for examples.)

Privately enforceable servicing rules would allow homeowners to raise a violation of 
servicing standards as a defense to foreclosure, either judicial or nonjudicial. Failure 
to comply with any loan modification requirement—whether failure to offer a loan 
modification, offer of a noncompliant loan modification, or institution of a foreclosure 
while the homeowner is under review for a loan modification—should serve as defense 
to judicial or nonjudicial foreclosure. Such cases are fact specific and work intensive 
and would result in reasonable accountability without a surge of litigation. As another 
lever for enforcement, certification of compliance with the local recorder of deeds office 
should be required before any foreclosure filing, judicial or nonjudicial.

Servicing standards also should address the deeply problematic situation that arises 
when a servicer has indisputably foreclosed in clear violation of servicing rules and the 
house has been sold to a bona fide purchaser before the error can be rectified.  In many 
states, the house cannot be taken back from the bona fide purchaser and restored to its 
rightful owner.  For this reason, federal rules should address appropriate compensation 
to the homeowner for all financial and other harm.  Otherwise, injured homeowners will 
have no meaningful remedy.

chart 8: Mediation Improves Outcomes
Rates at which homeowners receive modifications in select jurisdictions  

with mediation programs versus the national average
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 c. National Servicing Standards Should Be a Floor, not a Ceiling

The history of federal regulatory preemption of state efforts to protect homeowners is 
one reason today’s crisis is so severe.295 States have been productive laboratories for 
homeowner protections and any federal servicing standard should continue to allow for 
state innovation.

V. concLusion

Our nation is at a crossroads. The choice for the federal government is clear: continue 
to mask serious structural problems in the mortgage industry or transform it through 
adoption of strong national mortgage servicing standards. Meaningful federal action on 
loan modifications is still gravely needed. Swift adoption of strong national servicing 
standards could still save many homes, preserve investments, and transform the servic-
ing industry for the betterment of the market for decades to come.

We know how to do better: we must require efficiency, affordability, accessibility, 
accountability, and enforceability from those corporations entrusted with servicing 
mortgage loans. The fate of our communities and our national economy hangs in the 
balance.

The housing crisis has lumbered on too long. The losses have mounted too high. The 
time to reform the system, to put ourselves on the straight road to a more stable housing 
market and a more prosperous economy, is now.

chart 8: Mediation Improves Outcomes
Rates at which homeowners receive modifications in select jurisdictions  

with mediation programs versus the national average
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43. See discussion in III.C.2., infra.
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Secret Docs Show Foreclosure Watchdog Doesn’t Bark or Bite, ProPublica, Oct. 4, 2011, available at 
http://www.propublica.org/article/secret-docs-on-foreclosure-watchdog/single [herein-
after Kiel, Watchdog Doesn’t Bark or Bite].

46. Connecticut Fair Housing Center, Report on the Efficacy of the HAMP Solution Center (Sept. 27, 
2012) [hereinafter HAMP Solution Center Report] (finding that the HAMP escalations program 
for non-GSE loans can reverse servicer decisions where a homeowner can prove the servicer 
relied upon incorrect information but does not address problems including noncompliance 
by GSEs, substantial delays and conversions to permanent modifications, handling of initial 
inquiries, and the framing of matters based primarily on the servicer’s narrative). While GSE 
compliance is handled directly by the enterprises themselves, those escalations programs 
tend to provide customer service and resolutions substantially below the level of the HAMP 
Solution Center.

47. See III.B.1.c, infra.
48. See IVC3f (discussing additional assistance needed).
49. See, e.g., Gretchen Morgenson, Can These Mortgages Be Saved?, N.Y. Times (Sept. 30, 2007) avail-

able at http://www.nytimes.com/2007/09/30/business/30country.html; Carolyn Said, Modi-
fied mortgages: Lenders talking, then balking, S.F. Chronicle (Sept. 12, 2007) available at http://
www.sfgate.com/realestate/article/Modified-mortgages-Lenders-talking-then-balking- 
2541023.php.

50. See Office of the Comptroller of the Currency & Office of Thrift Supervision, OCC and OTS 
Mortgage Metrics Report: Disclosure of National Bank and Federal Thrift Mortgage Loan 
Data: Fourth Quarter 2008 at 8, 44 (2009) [hereinafter Mortgage Metrics Q4 2008], available at 
http://www.occ.treas.gov/publications/publications-by-type/other-publications-reports/ 
mortgage-metrics-q4-2008/mortgage-metrics-q4-2008-pdf.pdf (documenting that, in 2008, 
before HAMP was implemented, the majority of loan modifications resulted in monthly pay-
ments that were unchanged, 26.6%, or higher than before the modification, 31.6%. The re-
default rate varied depending on whether the modification resulted in payment reduction, 
ranging from 26.2% for modifications resulting in a payment reduction 10% or greater, to 
53.5% for modifications that resulted in no change in the payment amount). Cf. Goodman, 
supra note 10, at 4 (2012).

51. See Alan M. White, Rewriting Contracts, Wholesale: Data on Voluntary Mortgage Modifications 
from 2007 and 2008 Remittance Reports, 36 Fordham Urb. L.J. 509, 526–27 (2009), available at 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1259538.

52. Cf. Melanca Clark & Maggie Barron, Brennan Ctr. for Justice, Foreclosures: A Crisis in Legal 
Representation 12-17(2009), http://brennan.3cdn.net/a5bf8a685cd0885f72_s8m6bevkx.pdf 
(reporting that above 80% of all homeowners in foreclosure typically go unrepresented, with 
as many as 99% of all homeowners unrepresented in some jurisdictions); Nan Heald, Maine 
Bar Fdn., Justice for Some, A Report on Unmet Legal Needs in Maine (2010), http://www.mbf 
.org/JusticeforSomeFinalUnmetNeeds3-10.pdf (reporting that 94% of homeowners facing 
foreclosure in Maine are unable to access legal representation).

53. HOPE NOW, Results in Helping Homeowners: July 1, 2007-January 31, 2008 (2008), http://
www.fsround.org/hope_now/pdfs/JanuaryDataFS.pdf.

54. See also Mortgage Metrics Q4 2008, supra note 50, at 44 (documenting that, in 2008, the major-
ity of loan modifications resulted in monthly payments that were unchanged (26.6%) or even 
higher than before the modification (31.6%)),

55. White, supra note 51, at 526–27.
56. Id. at 526.
57. Id. Out of the 4,342 loan modifications reported in the sample, only 40 involved principal 

reductions of more than 10%.
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58. Id. at 521 (showing loss severities of 38%).
59. Cf. Brandon v. Wells Fargo, 2011 WL 6338832, at *3 (E.D. Tex. Nov. 30, 2011) (servicer post-

HAMP demands a downpayment of $2560 before processing modification).
60. See, e.g., Preserving Homeownership: Progress Needed to Prevent Foreclosures: Hearing Before the S. 

Comm. on Banking, Hous. and Urban Affairs, 111th Cong. 25 (2009) (testimony of Diane E. 
Thompson, Counsel, Nat’l Consumer Law Ctr.), available at http://banking.senate.gov/public/
index.cfm?FuseAction=Files.View&FileStore_id=c11a869f-9606-40e8-aab1-886cfb902829.

61. See Are There Government Barriers to the Housing Market Recovery?: Hearing Before the Subcomm. 
on Ins. Hous. and Cmty. Opportunity of the H. Comm. on Fin. Servs., 112th Cong. (2011) (testimony 
of Julia Gordon, Senior Policy Counsel, Ctr. for Responsible Lending) available at http://www 
.responsiblelending.org/mortgage-lending/policy-legislation/congress/Gordon-HFS- 
Biggert-testimony-final.pdf.

62. HAMP uses an objective standard that the PITIA (principal, interest, taxes, insurance, and 
assessments) be 31% of the homeowner’s gross monthly income. MHA Handbook v4.0, supra 
note 11, at ch. II §6.1. As we discuss in III.D.3 and IV.C.3.c, infra, this standard of 31% is not 
always affordable for homeowners with other debt or homeowners on very limited incomes, 
but it nonetheless represented a significant advance over existing modifications.

63. Id at ch. II §5.1.
64. Id at ch. II §6.3.1, 6.3.3, 9.3.7.7. Actual monthly payments may increase due to an increase in 

the monthly escrow amount or because of the change from a non-amortizing loan to a fully-
amortizing loan.

65. See III.B.1.c, infra.
66. Fannie Mae, Fannie Mae Single Family 2012 Servicing Guide (Mar. 14, 2012), at 706-12 (§ 602.02), 

available at https://www.efanniemae.com/sf/guides/ssg/svcg/svc031412.pdf; Freddie Mac, 
Single-Family Seller/Servicer Guide, Volume 2 ch. 65.15: Delinquency, default and imminent 
danger of default (01/01/2012), available at http://www.freddiemac.com/sell/guide (follow 
“AllRegs” hyperlink under “Access the Guide”). The Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac calculus 
for imminent default leaves much to be desired. It is not transparent, for one, and for another 
it too narrowly defines financial hardship.

67. See III.A., supra.
68. See, e.g., Fed. Deposit Ins. Corp., The Case for Loan Modification, 1 FDIC Quarterly 22 (2007), 

available at http://www.fdic.gov/bank/analytical/quarterly/2007_vol1_3/FeatureArticle_1_
V1N3_Full.pdf.

69. Press Release, Senator Bob Corker, Corker: Government Should Not Encourage Homeowners 
To Default (Apr. 10, 2012); Julapa Jagtiani & William W. Lang, Fed. Res. Bank of Philadelphia, 
Strategic Default on First and Second Lien Mortgages During the Financial Crisis 12-13 (2010), 
http://www.philadelphiafed.org/research-and-data/publications/working-papers/2011/
wp11-3.pdf.

70. See Agarwal, supra note 13 at 19.
71. U.S. Dep’t of the Treasury, Making Home Affordable Handbook, v. 3.4 ch. II § 1.1(2011), available at 

https://www.hmpadmin.com/portal/programs/docs/hamp_servicer/mhahandbook_34.pdf.
72. U.S. Dep’t. of the Treasury, Making Home Affordable: Program Performance Report Through 

April 2012 at 17 (2012) [hereinafter MHA Performance Report Through April 2012], available at 
http://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/financial-stability/results/MHA-Reports/Documents/
April%202012%20MHA%20Report%20WITH%20SERVICER%20ASSESSMENTS_FINAL.pdf 
(data from 10 largest servicers; cancelled homeowners include those whose income proved to 
be too high to qualify, further strengthening the conclusion that HAMP-qualified homeowners 
are unlikely to cure).

73. See Agarwal, supra note 13, at 29.
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APPendiX
mortgAge serVicing reform:  
summAry recommendAtions

I. Pre-Foreclosure Requirements
a. Make offers of sustainable loan modifications routine.

i. A loan modification should be offered to every homeowner facing hardship 
at a minimum where the loan modification produces a positive net present 
value outcome for the investor. Loan modifications should be available 
regardless of what entity originates, insures, or services the loan.

ii. The modification should be based on an affordable debt-to-income ratio, 
achieved through a waterfall that prioritizes principal reduction and reduces 
the interest rate before extending the loan term, and includes a proportional 
modification of any junior liens. Loan payments should be permanently set 
at an affordable level, without large balloon payments.

iii. Additional modifications must be offered when a homeowner experiences 
subsequent hardship.

b. End dual track.
i. No foreclosure should begin until a loan modification review has been 

completed or until designated outreach steps have been completed. The loan 
modification review should occur before foreclosure has been initiated and 
before any foreclosure-related fees have been incurred.

ii. If a loan modification application is received after the foreclosure is initiated, 
judicial and non-judicial foreclosures should be stayed during review and 
scheduled sales should be set aside when the sale occurred as a result of the 
servicer’s non-compliance.

c. Permit direct enforcement of rights and prohibit legal waivers.
i. Homeowners should be able to enforce servicer compliance with 

requirements regarding loan modification reviews, foreclosure stays, and 
other foreclosure avoidance servicing reforms. A servicer’s failure to comply 
with these requirements must be a complete defense to judicial and non-
judicial foreclosure. Foreclosure sales not made to bona fide third party 
purchasers should be set aside based on the servicer’s failure to comply with 
servicing requirements.

ii. Modifications (other than those entered into as part of the settlement of 
litigation) should not include a waiver of a homeowner’s legal rights.

d. Make modifications broadly available to qualified homeowners.
i. Translation services should be available to homeowners needing such 

assistance when seeking a modification.
ii. Surviving family members and divorced spouses who live in the home 

should be able to assume the loan and obtain a modification.
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iii. Homeowners in bankruptcy should be offered loan modifications on the same 
terms as homeowners not in bankruptcy. Homeowners in bankruptcy should 
be able to enter into these modifications as part of their Chapter 13 plans.

iv. Homeowners facing imminent default on their mortgage should be 
evaluated for a loan modification under a clear, objective, and public 
imminent default standard.

v. Homeowners suffering long-term unemployment or reduction in hours 
should have the opportunity to be evaluated for a loan modification. Such 
homeowners should not be required to accumulate substantial arrearages 
in forbearance before being evaluated for a modification. Arrearages 
accumulated during forbearance can disqualify homeowners for a loan 
modification or otherwise make a modification unaffordable. Few long-term 
unemployed homeowners have no income—many will have a second job, 
income from other household members, or public benefits income that can 
support a modification.

e. Provide low-interest loans to cure arrearages for homeowners who have 
suffered long-term unemployment. Pennsylvania’s HEMAP program has, over 
its existence, made money for the state, while saving thousands of homes from 
foreclosure. The federal Emergency Homeowners’ Loan Program (EHLP) should 
be expanded and made permanent.

f. Require other, sequential, loss mitigation methods. Servicers should offer 
homeowners not eligible for an affordable modification other loss mitigation 
options in a timely manner and in the following order:

i. temporary forbearance followed by a new analysis for a loan modification 
or payment plan, depending on the homeowner’s ability to pay after the 
temporary forbearance;

ii. short sale; or
iii. deed in lieu of foreclosure.
Servicers must waive deficiency judgments in the case of a short sale or 
deed-in-lieu.

g. Establish mediation programs with standards. Foreclosure mediation 
programs with judicial oversight, access to counseling, and legal support for 
homeowners dramatically increase the number of sustainable loan modifications 
and reduce foreclosures.

h. Ensure that the tax consequences of modifications or other foreclosure 
alternatives do not cause additional hardships for borrowers. Homeowners 
currently face confusing and overlapping reporting requirements in the event of 
a modification, short sale, or foreclosure and potentially devastating tax liability, 
which can undermine the sustainability of a loan modification. Homeowners of 
limited means should be protected from adverse tax consequences and reporting 
should be simplified for all homeowners.

i. Allow states to act. Federal servicing rules should be a floor, not a ceiling for 
regulation. Additional requirements imposed under state law or regulation 
should apply to mortgages secured by homes in that state.
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II. Transparency and Accountability in Loss Mitigation
a. Standardize eligibility. Servicers should use a standard net present value test, 

available to the public. Servicers should supply homeowners who were denied a 
modification all of the test inputs as well as the numerical result.

b. Document loan balances. All homeowners seeking modifications or other loss 
mitigation options should be provided with a detailed accounting of the unpaid 
principal balance.

c. Disclose the loan modification process. Homeowners should be notified 
in writing regarding the availability of a loan modification, the process for 
obtaining one, and any relevant information regarding investor restrictions. 
Denials based on restrictions imposed by investors should include 
documentation of the relevant investor contracts and correspondence, including 
servicer efforts to obtain exceptions. Homeowners should be given contact 
information for individuals at the servicer who oversee the loan modification 
process.

d. Establish timelines. Time deadlines should be established for review and 
response.

e. Dispense with trial modifications. Permanent modifications should be offered 
to borrowers with verified income to avoid the widespread problems with failure 
to convert trial modifications. Existing trial modifications should be automatically 
converted.

f. Oversee appeals. A government-run administrative appeals or escalation 
process for wrongful denials and other modification problems should be 
established, modeled on the Office of the Taxpayer Advocate.

g. Eliminate fraud. Default notices should be signed under penalty of perjury. 
Foreclosure notices should be personally served in all states.

h. Make data publically available. Require and enforce thorough, loan-level, data 
collection, including data on race and national origin. Data should be available by 
individual servicer, so that the public can compare the performance of individual 
servicers.

i. Review performance. The agencies should incorporate review of compliance 
with servicing standards in regular exams.

III. Force-Placed Insurance
a. Maintain existing policies. If a policy lapses for non-payment, servicers should 

be required to advance the premium payments for existing policies, regardless 
of whether the loan is in default, whether there is an existing escrow account, or 
whether there are sufficient funds in the escrow account to cover the premium. 
Only if a policy lapses for reasons other than non-payment should a servicer be 
permitted to substitute alternate coverage, and the servicer must make all efforts 
to obtain a policy offering comparable coverage at a comparable price to the 
homeowner’s lapsed policy.
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b. Protect borrowers without escrow. Servicers who advance the premiums when 
there is no escrow account should be required to spread out the collection of 
those premiums either in increments of 1/12 per month or through creation of an 
escrow account under RESPA.

c. Require disclosure. Servicers should be required to fully and clearly disclose 
these procedures to homeowners.

IV. Application of Payments
a. Promptly credit payments. Payments should be applied as of the date received.

b. Prioritize principal and interest payments. Payments should be applied first to 
accrued and unpaid interest, then to principal. Late fees and other fees should not 
be deducted from a homeowner’s payment if there remain outstanding amounts 
due for principal, interest, or escrow. This payment application order should 
apply as well to payments held in suspense accounts.

c. Limit costs. Servicers should not require payment via a method more costly than 
certified check or attorney escrow account.

V. Foreclosure and Other Fees
a. Limit foreclosure related fees. Permit only one property valuation and one 

title search fee per foreclosure. No fee for home preservation services should 
be allowed if any payments were submitted within 60 previous days, the home 
is occupied, or the servicer has contact with the borrower. All fees, including 
property valuation, home preservation, title fees, and attorney fees should be 
limited to the reasonable cost of the work actually done to date.

b. No retroactive fees. No fee should be charged unless advance notice of the type 
of fee and the applicable circumstances has been provided. Servicers should be 
required to notify homeowners of the actual amount of any fees and the reason 
for the assessment of the fees within 30 days of the service that triggers the fees. 
The failure to notify the homeowner within this time should trigger a waiver of 
that fee.

c. Establish regular disclosure schedules. The disclosure of fees that may be 
charged should be disclosed both when servicing is transferred to a new 
servicer and annually. This notice should provide meaningful information with 
reasonable specificity of the fee amount and the circumstances that may trigger 
such a fee. A list of all assessed but unpaid fees should be included in all notices 
to the homeowner regarding amounts due.

d. Regulate late fees. Late fees should be regulated as they are under the Uniform 
Consumer Credit Code. Homeowners should not be charged late payment fees 
on payments timely made, even if an earlier payment remains unpaid. Being late 
once should result in one late fee.
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VI. Transfer of Servicing and Periodic Statements
a. Make transfer notices meaningful. Transfer notices should advise if the 

homeowner is current, whether there are any unpaid fees, and whether a 
modification is pending. If the notice indicates that the homeowner is not current 
or fees, including late charges, have been incurred, the servicer should be 
required to provide the homeowner with a complete payment history, including 
a breakdown of any fees assessed. These disclosure requirements should apply 
to both the old and the new servicer, so that the homeowner may promptly 
ascertain if there is a discrepancy in the records.

b. Fee omissions in monthly statements and transfer notices should be binding. 
If a fee is not listed on the monthly statements as having been incurred, or in the 
“goodbye letter” and “hello letter” to the homeowner, as having been incurred, it 
should be deemed to have been waived.

c. Disclose dispute procedures. Monthly statements should advise of dispute 
procedures to address wrongly assessed fees and include contact information.

d. Provide disclosure during delinquency and default. Periodic statements, 
servicing transfer notices, and escrow account statements should be provided 
notwithstanding delinquency or default status.

e. Mandate continuity upon transfer. New servicers should be required to accept 
and continue processing prior loan modification requests; new servicers must 
honor loan modification agreements entered into by prior servicers.
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